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FOREWORD
Since the interpretation of the stratigraphy 
of the Gympie Group outlined in this thesis was not 
made until the 4th November, 1963 much of the material 
previously prepared for inclusion had to be rewritten. 
For this reason the manuscript has not been bound and 
is not as well finished as the author would have wished.
Presentation of this thesis by the specified 
date would have been impossible without the support, 
understanding and hard work of the typiste Miss C. 
Heffernan  and the author wishes to express his 
gratitude to Miss Heffernan for her untiring efforts.
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ABSTRACT
The marine sediments of the Gympie District, 
have been divided into seven formations* four of which 
(the Highbury Hill Spill to, Rammutt Conglomerate* South 
Curra Limestone arid Core 11a Formation)• are proposed as 
new formations*
The lowest exposed sediments are spilit.es of 
probable Sakrnar i an age which are overlain by cherts* 
shales, and felspathic greywacfces* The greywackes 
and shales are gradually replaced by shallow water 
subgreywackes,; thin conglomerates end shales culminating 
in the thick immature Rammutt. Conglomerate. In the 
lower Artinskian the basin deepened so that the South 
Curra Limestone overlaps the conglomerate* Shallow 
water•carbonate deposition persisted until the Hungarian 
or Kazarian when there was a lowering of the sea level 
and the sandy Co re 11 a Formation and laterally equivalent 
Keef ton Conglomerate spread out across the South Curra 
Limestone. Both the sand and conglomerate facies 
retreated she rewards in the Upper Permian, or Lower 
Triassic and were in turn overlapped by the muddy Kin 
Kin Slate*
Marine faunas occur in the Monkland Beds, South
Curra Limestone and Core 11a Format ion and six faunas 
have been recognized, two of which are dominated hy .
2.
molluscs and reflect an ecological limitation to 
shallow water. The "base of the South Curia Limestone 
is probably equivalent to the Catherine Sandstone Of 
the Springsure succession of the Bowen Basin hut other 
correlations are less certain.
In the Lower or Middle Triassic the sediments 
were folded into a severely faulted north-north-westerly 
trending anticline and gold mineralisation probably 
occurred in the Jurassic, associated with plutonic 
activity in the Maryborough Basin.
Upper Cretaceous or Lower Tertiary movements 
are reflected by secondary displacements along, the old 
faults.
The terrestrial Trias si e-Jurassic sandstones 
which unconfo rmably overlie the G-ympie Group have been 
Intruded by rhyolites and hornblende porphyrites and 
there are isolated occurrences of Tertiary basalt*
3.
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IlTTHQDUCTIdl
The area mapped "by the author consists of 
approximately ten square miles of Permian marine sediments 
to the north of Gympie, Queensland. Data was plotted on 
a has© map prepared from a. photograph; .enlarged to a scale 
of 1000 feet to the inch and Map 1 is a rexjroduction of 
the information obtained from field mapping.
Numbers prefixed by HI in the text refer to the 
localities plotted on this map. Most localities- are 
given as grid references to either the Gympie or Corella 
one mile to the inch Military Maps and the grids shown 
on maps 1 and 2 are those of the Gympie one mi.le sheet. 
Grid references are given as a letter followed by six 
or in some instances eight numbers* for example G703460 
or G70321.1.601. The prefix G refers to the Gympie sheet 
and G to the Cooroy one mile sheet. References to the 
Gynpie four mile to the inch sheet are prefixed.GiiM.
Fossil localities have been indexed with the
University of Queensland list and are prefixed with UQL,, 
for example UQ&1706* Fossil localities of the Geological 
Survey of Queensland are prefixed by the letters GSQL, for 
example GSQL192* Described and figured fossil specimens
are housed in the collections of the University of
Queensland and are entered in that institution’s fossil
catalogue * the catalogue numbers being prefixed with the 
letters UQF, for example UQFi+5>46-2.
6Hocks and thlrt sections are referred to by the 
author*s field numbers, for example BR321, and the 
numbers correspond to the localities shown on map 1 •
Included as an appendix is a list of the fossil 
locality numbers with their corresponding one mile sheet 
grid references.
SEDIMENTATION
mRQDUCflOH
The Permian succession' of the Gympie diet riot has 
been divided into seven stratigraphic units, four of which are 
font ally proposed as new formations* The whole succession 
is termed the Gyirrofe Group*.
Bands (1889) was. the first to provide an adequate 
description of the sequence within the Gympie Goldfield hut it 
remained for Dunstan (i9ii) to co-ordinate the information 
obtained during the mining operations# Duns taxi compiled on 
extremely detailed map of the goldfield in Which he divided the 
Sequence into three formations hut unfortunately did not 
publish the report which was to accompany this map*
He grouped the lithologically heterogeneous strata of 
the goldfield into his Middle Gympie Formation which included 
a ’’limestone group", a "conglomerate group" ;, three "slate 
groups" and three "volcanic groups"*. The uppermost bed of 
this formation is a limestone which is overlain by a considerable 
thickness qf thin sandstone s* silt stones and shales which 
Dunstan placed in hie Upper Gympie Formation* Although he 
does not show it in his (*j9ll) map of the goldfield., Dunstan 
subsequently (1913* pi# 5) included the more easterly and much 
greater thickness of pelitic met a sediments - the "Kin Kin 
Phyllite" of Jensen ('1906) - in his Middle Gympie Formation*
8The western margin of the goldfield is bounded by 
the Laing Fault and the limestone end shales to the west of 
this fault formed DunstanUs Lower Gyt&pie Formation*
The sequence to the west of the laing Fault is a 
repetition of part of Dunstan*s Upper and Middle Gyrapie 
Formation so that the Lower Gympie Formation (which includes 
Hands* ” lower limestone”) becomes synonomous with parts of 
the Middle and Upper Gyrtrpie Formation*
The previous and proposed subdivisions of the 
Gyupie Group arc shown in Table 1 and the reasons for the 
subdivisions are given in the following' descriptions of the 
formations*
Table 1, Table showing previous and proposed subdivisions of the Gympie Group.
RANDS, 1889 DUNSTAN, 1911 FERGUSON, 1948 (MS). RUNNEGAR, 1963
KIN KIN PHYLLITE KIN KIN SLATE
UPPER GYMPIE FORMATION US shales UC conglomerates LS shalesSS shales and sandstones
UPPER GYMPIE SHALES COREL!A FORMATION
KEEFTON CONGLOMERATE KEEFTON CONGLOMERATE
UPPER GYMPIE CORELLA FORMATION
BLUISH IMPURE LIMESTONE
MIDDLE GYMPIE FORMATION 
LIMESTONE GROUPUL fossil limestone and. shales UPPER LIMESTONE
SOUTH CURRA LIMESTONE
COARSE PEBBLY CONGLOMERATE WITH SANDSTONE
CONGLOMERATE GROUPTC conglomerate TP upper plumbago MC conglomerate LP lower plumbago LC lower conglomerate
MI
DDLE
GY M P I E
L0 ; W E 
R
GY M P I E
RAMMUTTCONGLOMERATE
PHOENIX = MONKLAND SLATES
FIRST BED OF SLATE
FIRST SLATE GROUPITS clay shales (tipper bed)ITC conglomeratesIMC shales (middle bed)IF fossil sandstone ILC conglomerates ILS shales (lower bed) "MONKLAND
BEDS"
FIRST VOLCANIC GROUPIVG greywacke, dibase tuffs, etc. IVF fossil sandstones and tuffs IVC pebbly conglomerates
SECOND BED OF SLATE SECOND SLATE GROUPPS shales sandstones conglomerates
■ "GIMPI-E GREENSTONE" SECOND VOLCANIC (GREENSTONE) GROUP 2V dibase tuffs fossil tuffs conglomerate vol. breccia
THIRD BED OF SLATE
THIRD SLATE GROUP 3TS shales3TT tuffs and conglomerates 3MS shales 3MT,; 3LT tuffs 3LS shales
LOWER LIMESTONE I
THIRD VOLCANIC (DIBASE) GROUP3V dibase conglomerate tuffs breccia and shale
HIGHBURY HILL SPILITE
LOWER GYMPIE FORMATIONLS shales cherts conglomerates tuffs, etc.LL fossil limestone and shales
CORELLA FORMATION AND SOUTH CURRA LIMESTONE
9HIGHBURY/IIIIl/ SPILITE (new formation).
Definition^ Highbury Spiliie is the name given to at
least 1200 feet of amygd.aloid.ai, spilites* pyroclastic 
breccias and pillow lavas outcropping "both to the north 
and south of Highbury Hill (0763497)* The "base of the 
unit is concealed by faulting or folding and the spilites
ft)ot]k/CLn d fer,^a. f./or:.are conformably overlain by the Bellte-Bridge Bede* The 
age of the formation is ^ ither/Lower Permian -fGakmarian)
- or Upp er_CarbQni.f e raim.
Derivation of namep Highbury Hill is the highest i>oint of a 
range of hills formed by the spilites in the type area,
SynonymP Third Volcanic (Dlbase) Group* Middle G^mpie 
Formation* Dunstan* 1911*
Type Section; The section shown on mapl§ 2 t§§A«§r along
Fisherman’ s Pocket No* 1 Road* west of Ohatsworthr 5 
miles north of Gyrapie* Queensland (075475044 to 
075625175).
Thickness; At least 1200 feet in the No* 2 (Mt, Pleasant)
Bore of the Gymjde Goldfield (p.10 )| the true thickness 
is unknown because of folding in the type area and 
faulting in tiro goldfield*
When Rands (1889, p* 3) described the sequence of the
-fot/rGympie Goldfield the lowest ,three- units he recognised
were;
10
’*1 • Hard altered crystalline greenstone, 
’Gympie Greenstone*
2* Green and purple altered ehloritio 
roeikBi partly amygdaloidal volcanic 
rocks* partly volcanic ash* and 
partly stratifled
3, So called ’Third Bed of Slate1, with 
a thickness of grey-green fine grained, 
greywacke and underneath altered 
chloritic rocks like those above 
limestone
(297 feet)
(315 feet)
(286 feet)
(20 feet)”
The limestone was subsequently demonstrated to be 
separated from the ’’Third Bed of Slate” by the Being 
Fault (Dunstan, 1911) and is shown herein to be part of 
the [s out hi Surra Limestone, The ,!T M  id. Bed of Slate”
was. therefore the lowest bed in the sequence described 
by Bands* Luring 1891^92 the sequence to the east of 
the Laing Fault, was drilled and cored by the Ho, 2 
(Mt* Pleasant) Bore situated on the comer of Mark Lane 
and Wyatt StreetI* Gympie,
Drilling commenced in the ”greenstone”,* passed through
<xthe ’’Third Bed Of Slate” and continued in "debase” to a 
depth of 22QQ feet* thus demonstrating the existence of 
at least 1200 feet of dibase below the "Third Bed of
11.
Slate1 (Annual Reports* Dept* Mines for the year
1.8$a* 18$3* ■
Dunstaa (1911) mapped the surface exposure of this
_.ia*
debase as the "Third Volcanic Group*'1 consisting of
d ."debase*: conglomerate^ . tuffs,, breccias and shales11*
including In this category the southern part of
. ^Highbury Hill. ; This debase is therefore the 
amygdaloidal spilite of Highbury Hill*.
Description^ The Highbury Hilljspilite forms a prominent 
range of hills (figure jf ) parallel to the Bruce
Highway west of Ghatsworth.
Outcrop is poor consisting almost entirely of 
spheroidally weathered floaters approximately one foot 
in diameter* but: in situ material can be seen on the 
roads*. The soil developed is dark brown podsolic and 
natural vegetation consists of dry selerophyll forest 
.with small patches of softwood scrub confined to the
The northem^most outcrop of the Spilite is east of the 
Bruce Highway jjusf south of^Bell^s Bridge, where the 
unit is truncated' by /the Beilis Bridge Fault, Southward 
from this fault to the Peter and Paul Pauli the spilites 
form the axial bed of an anticline and thus their true 
thickness cannot be detesmined in the type section.
South of the Peter and. Paul Pauli this spilites outcrop 
in a narrow belt extending along the -western margin of
1>2
the goldfield and are bordered on the west.by the
r'
Laing Fault.. Dunstan (1911) mapped the unit as far 
south as the Dawn Fault hut similar spiiitic
rocks occur hear Calico Creek to the southwest of 
Cyrnple (C3d779d). /and are associated with a siliceous 
limestone containing fhamnonora and Splrifer sp. ind#J
Within the type section the rocks are. predominantly 
dark green amyg&aloidal apilites containing numerous
amygdales with an average diameter of 2 men , The 
most obvious changes: in lithology are changes, in 
amygdala sise and frequency but the outcrop is too 
poor to permit any further subdivision of the unit • 
Interbedded pyroclastic breccias with coarse '{k*3 cm.) 
angular fragments Of amygdaloidal spilite enclosed
Or
in a fine ground mass are known from /localities 31? 
and 33k (fig* 1 )Jand pillow lavas ^ fig* 5 )Joccm? 
at /locality 3k$*j lire pillows are 10-15 cm# in 
diameter and the interpillow spaces are now filled
with fine grained epidote*.
In thin section [(specimen BR312) Jtiie rock consists of 
amygdales and euiiedral phenocrysts of plagioclase and
clinopyronene (probably augite) set in a fine grained, 
groundmass of plagioclase« pyrokine and magnetite# The 
ground mass plagioclase is too fine grained for accurate 
compositional deteirfiination but the majority of the 
needles are extinguished when parallel to the polarlser
so that the extinction angle is very low.* 'The
/V
phenooiysts are albitgr (average compos it ion Ah5) so 
that it is probable that the plagioclase of the ground 
mass is either oligoela.se or aibite,
The numerous amygdales are filled with a variety of 
minerals including chlorite* caloite# prehnite, zeolite, 
aetinolite arid epi&ots* Two types are common:
1« Amygdales filled with radiating: chlorite* in many 
cases rimmed or partially or completely replaced by 
ealeite.
2* Amygdales fringed internally with fine a similar 
ae lino lit e crystals with the centre filled with 
pfehnite* epidote or caleite*
The latter type may be rimmed with epidotc,, and a fine 
green brown mineral which may be fine epidote is dispersed 
as irregular' patches in the gi^hndmass*
Secondary hydrothermal? activity has introduced guartz- 
epidote and ealeite veins,.. Felspar veins were reported 
from the spilites in the Mt* Pleasant Bore bat these have 
not been seen by the author.* Barite veins are known 
from the type area (Duns-tan..* 1913) and barite also occurs 
in the spilites at G3A779A* Non-commercial deposits 
of manganese are also known at this locality*
According to Turner and Verhoogen (1960* pp. 253-272), 
the characteristics of- spilites are:
t* Albitisation of originally calcic plagioclase felspars,
(l-Pf:AT» tih.A TrUvte nnntnin.pi T^ T*rn+, r^A’hr’ihptn nf*
labrador it e and the association of albite and 
augits, topical of spilites, also indicates a late 
magmatic change in the felspar composition* Allied 
to tiie albiilsation is. the production of hydrous, 
silicates of Ca and Al (epidote* prehnite and 
zeolites)* \
2* Chemically* the spilitic rocks are characterised by 
a high content of Ka^O, low and rather low ■ 
Aa2o3, ■
3, Many spilites are pillow lavas said they are typically 
associated with geosynclinal Sediments (greywadke, 
cherts and shales),.
finis mineralogieally and in their association these, rocks 
are spilitic*;; Liversidge {1882, p, k5) published an 
analysis of the "G-ympie greenstone’' *. as hands (1889, 
p. 5) pointed out, the photomicrograph figured by 
hiversidge (pi* vi, fig* 1:1) of the rock analysed does 
not look like a section of the ” greenstone1’ (fig*. 9 )•
The analysis also differs considerably from three other 
analyses of the ’’greenstone1 given by Daintree (1872, 
p, 272)* (These analyses are listed on page^Q ).f 
hands therefore thought the rock, analysed by hiVersldge 
to be. a sediment and probably a greywaCke*
The "greenstone” is not far above the Highbury 
Bill Spilite a&& since the sequence was poorly 
known in i882, it is quite possible that this is 
an analysis of the spilite*
The photomicrograph figured by hiversidge is shown 
in figure 2 * While the rock superficially 
resemble s a sediment , it contains dark rounded 
kidney shaped bodies which could well be amygdalss 
and would be difficult to explain if the rock is a grey 
wacke* The clear angular fragments could be augite 
and. the more obscure rectangular crystals may be • 
eereeitised plagioolase laths*
Furthermore* Liversidge (p» h5) mentions the presence 
of augite but not quarts in the rock so that it is 
unlikely that the rock is a greywaeke*
For all Of these reasons the rock is taken to be 
a specimen of the Highbury Hill Spilite* The 
analysis: is tabulated below with the average of 
19 analyses of apllites (Turner and Terhoogen,
Oxide
16*
Average Spilite Highbury Hill Spilite
SiOa 51.22 54.952
Ti02 3.32 <fir'
13* 66 16.643
ra2°3 2*8% 2.410
FeO 9.20 7.849
MnO 0.25 trace
MgO 4.55 trace
OaO 6 *89 8.645
Ha^O 4. 93 6.6W
e20 Q*75 1.540
HgO+
H2°“
| 1.88
I 1.314 (4y difference)
eo2
vzH
0.94
0.29 wt*
Total 100.72 100.00
two analyses compare rather well* especially in high
- content resulting i’rom the albitisation. The Highbury
Spilite,, however* has a very high GaQ content and a
low MgO content so the G.I.P.W. normative minerals were 
calculated to see how much anorthete would result* The 
normative minerals are tabulated below:
Normative minerals of the 
Highbury Hill S-pi life
17.
Orthoclase 9.06
albite 42.5
anorthite 1 0 .4
nepheline 7.68
diopslde 22*39
wollastonite 2*20
magnetite 3*47
water and 00g 1.314
Total 100*034
The high albite content (42.5 percent) is in agreement 
with the mineralogies! determination* The high OstO 
content Calculates out as anorthite and wollastonite 
hut in fact occurs as zeolites# caleite etc*
In summary then, the rods is mineralogieally# chemically 
and environmentally a typical spiliie.
Several hypothesis of the origin of spilites exist.# hut 
most are based on late-magmatic metasomatism of an 
ordinary basic lays such as basalt* The soda is probably 
derived from the sedimentary, environment into which they. 
are extruded# either from the sea water itself or from 
albitic felspars in the associated greywuckea* Both 
sources of were available for the production of the
Highbury Hill Spllite since it is associated with
1 8*
greywackes containing large amounts of so die
Age: The formation is overlain by the iin&w^44#fwinft
Beds ^ neceeded -hy'^he Monkland Beds 
which contain lower Peimi&n (Sakmarian) fossils*
The spillies are therefore either Lower Permian or 
Upper Carboniferous* The association of Thamnopora 
in a siliceous limestone with similar spilites at 
Calico Creek tC3h?T9h) suggests they may be of 
Lower Permian age.*
Pig. 1 Pyroclastic breccia composed of angular blocks 
of spilite set in a spilitic flow. Highbury 
Hill Spilite; G732531,
2 Thin section of "Gympie greenstone'1, after 
Liversidge, 1802, pi. vi, fig. 11. Probably 
a section of the Highbury Hill Spillfce*. see 
text.
3 Thin section of the Highbury Hill Spilite,
BE. 312,. G-765510.
H View of topographic expression of the Highbury 
Hill Spilite from the ridge formed by the 
South Curra Limestone,, looking southwest from 
S753540* (H Highbury Hill) ,
Two pillows from the Highbury Hill Spilite at
G755319.
5

Pig. 3 The Highbury Hill Spilite in plane 
polarised light showing a amygdale 
filled with epidote and actinolite 
(BR312; G-757509) ♦
^MQICKLAM) BEDS” (in form al name).
Definition: The Homeland Beds are 15OG-“2G00 feet of grey-
wackes, cherts, shales*. subgreywackes and thin conglomerates 
lying strati graphically Between the Highbury Hill Spilite 
and the Raninutt Conglomerate* Th© lower thousand feet 
or so are predominantly graded felspathic graywackes, 
cbe rts, shales and elltstones whereas the upper 500 feet 
consist of shales, subgreywackes and thin conglomerates*
Derivation of name.: The hods are informally named the "Monkland
Beds'' for the following reasons;
1, Rands (1889, p*. 3) termed the upper shale member the 
’’Homeland Slate” and the term has been extended as the 
’’Monkland Series” (Jensen, 1910, p* 259) to include 
all of the beds grouped by Duns ten (1911) into his 
Middle Gympie Formation*
2, The beds outcrop to the southwest of Monkland Railway 
Station and the sequence from this area is known from 
the mining records*
Until an adequate type section can be described and 
designated, these beds cannot be given formal formational 
status.
Synonyms:
1* Monkland Series, Jensen, 1910, p* 259, in part.
2* First,, Second and Third Slate Groups and First and 
Second Volcanic Groups, Middle Gympie Formation,
Duns tan, 1911#
3* The unit includes the Phoenix (^Monkland), First,
Second and Third Beds of Slate and the "Gympie greenstone" 
of Bands* 1889* P* 3*
Typical sections; Because of faulting and folding the -whole 
of the succession cannot he. demonstrated in one section. 
The lower 600-800 feet of the Beds are v/ell exposed in 
the road cuttings on the Bruce Highway at and to the 
south of Bell’s Bridge (G7-2153S to 730580) and along 
FisMirnan’s 'Pocket Ho* 1 Bead* west of Ohatsworth 
(I75550d to 730193)• The middle part of the sequence 
is exposed in road cuttings on River Road, (Highway 1 ) 
at -and to the north of the ITormanby Bridge* Gympie 
(G828434) and the upper part is exposed along Rammutt 
Road, east of Chatsworth (G767513 to 774521) •
Thickness: By correlation of the Mt. Pleasant Bore log (see
page TOj fig* .22) with Bands1 section of the Goldfield* 
the thickness of the beds between the Highbury Hill 
Spilite and the base of the Rammutt Conglomerate is 1800 
feet but the thickness is probably variable and appears 
to increase to the north.
The beds exposed to the south of Bell’s Bridge dip gently 
to the west and overlie the Highbury Hill Spilite.. A 
total thickness of 600 feet is exposed between the spilite 
and the Mary River near Bell’ s Bridge* but southwards the 
Widish of outcrop increases. West of Highbury Hill the 
attitudes vary considerably and the sequence is either 
folded into a syncline or strike faulted, so preventing
20*
an estimation of thickness*
East of Highbury Hill the outcrop is 'very poor and it was 
impossible to map the sequence properly* Consequently, 
the thickness is not known accurately but. is probably of 
the order of 1500-2000 feet*
Description: The sediments between the Highbury Hill Spilite
and tile Eamniutt Conglomerate are poorly exposed in the 
area mapped by the author but since these beds include the 
auriferous horizons of the Gympie Goldfield the sequence 
is known in considerable detail from the Goldmines* The 
upper and lower parts of the MonklsnU. Beds are litho— 
logically quite different and it is probable that the 
unit would be subdivisible into two or more formations 
if the exposure was better or if adequate marker beds 
were available*.
The Honkland Beds outcrop parallel to and to the west of 
the South GUrra Limestone and their extent is shown on
map 3. The lithologies and thicknesses measured by 
Rands (1889, p. 3) west of the Gympie Railway Station
are tabulated below:
1« Laminated sandstone
2* Shales (fossiliferous)
3* Coarse altered conglomerate
it-* Shales with beds of thin- 
bedded sandstone
5* Hard grey greywacke
8* Shales (fossiliferous'!
feet inches
55 0
56 h
"Phoenix iQ 0
Slates*’
(202* it" Q
thick)
20 0
n
22, feet inches
7* Coarse pebbly conglomerate 26 3
a,, Laminated fine grained sandstone 20 0
9* Angular grit (probably a volcanic 
agglomerate) 26 4
10, Greenish highly f ossiliferous sandstone 33 0
11. Shales - so called ’’First Bed of Slate’’ 15 2
12. Hard grey greywacke. 19 8
13.' Coarse altered conglomerate 20 0
14. Greenish semicrystalline greywacke 16 6
1S. Sandstone and coarse altered Conglomerate 20 3
16* Shales so called "Second Bed of Slate” 13 0
17. Hard-altered crystalline greenstone:, 
”Gympie Greenstone”
297 0
18* Green and purple altered chloriiic rocks; 
partly amygdaloidal volcanic rocks, 313 0
partly volcanic ash and partly
1 9* So called ,trIvhird Bed of Slate” , with a 
thickness of grey green f ine grained 
greywacl-ce and underneath altered ,
chloritlc locks like those above. 286 0
Dims tan (1311) grouped the first eleven Beds into his First 
Slate Group; Beds 12—14 into his First Volcanic Group; "beds 
16 end 17 into his Second Slate Group;, bed 18 he termed the 
Second Volcanic Group and bed 19 the Third Slate Group.
The "Phoenix’1 r "First” and "Second. Beds of Slate” (of Bands) 
are hard black carbonaceous shales,, often pyritie, and were 
the beds which precipitated the gold where they were in
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contact with the ore veins. The upper shale member of the 
Monkland Beds, the "Phoenix Slates"., varies considerably in 
thicknes s and lithology as shown in figure 22• In places 
for example, in the shafts: of the South N.Z. Junction and 
Hew Gympie Gold Mines* it is quite, conglomeratic whereas 
elsewhere it is predominantly shale. The thickness varies 
from 35 to 270 feet in adjacent mines and the greatest 
thickness recorded is 285 feet. The average of the 
thicknesses measured in sixteen mines is 191 feet, The unit 
is fossiliferous containing A ni dan thus springsurensis,:
C aacrinelia farleyensis,, bryozoa and spiriferids, Specimens 
of Glossopterls have been recovered, from these shales.
The other important fossiliferous horizon of’ the Monkland 
Beds is the 51 .greenish highly fossiliferous sandstone" of 
Bands4 section.
The bed has been mapped from the Hew Gympie Gold Mines 
2 miles north of Gympie to the Inglewood 3?ault and formed on 
important marker bed during operations of the field. The bed 
contains a rich molluscan~brachiapod fauna, probably of 
Sakraarian age, (The faunas of the Monkland Beds are 
discussed more fully under the section on palaeontology),
The loweimost 600*1:000 feet of the Monkland Beds are 
exposed to the south of Bellas Bridge and to the west of 
Highbury Hill,. The relationship of these rocks'to the 
succession in the goldfield cannot be demonstrated accurately 
but since they overlie the Highbury Hill Spilite they are 
probably equivalent to the "Third Bed of Slate" of Bonds 
(18 8 9, p, 3), The upper limit of these beds is either
Fig* $ Photomicrograph of “Gyriipie Greenstone” * 
plane polarised light* showing the 
rectangular outline of a serecitised 
plagio clase lath#
Fig# 10 Contelute bedding and small scale cross­
bedding in a ioint block from the lower 
Monkland Beds.
o )1
covered by Mesozoic sandstones or alluvium or is faulted 
or folded*
The x’ocks are predominantly green and grey-green shales, 
siItstones, and cherts with occasional coarse graded 
felspathic greywackos, The beds show typical features: of 
turbidite sediments with small scale current and convolute 
bedding in the silt-stones (fig* ) and intraforelational 
conglomerates in some of the greywacke beds* The proportion 
of greywack© to shale is low with an average of 20 percent 
greywacke in the sections measured*
Pencil structure is well developed in the non silicified 
shales and the roclos are extremely well pointed so that only 
rhomboidal joint blocks are found on the hillsides* Outcrop 
in the bottom of creeks is often quite good,, since the cherts 
are very hard and resistant to erosion*
The base of the Monkland Beds is exposed at 075550U, 
where the Highbury Hill 8 pi lite is overlain by a 20-30 f eet 
thick,, dark red, fuffaceous siltstone* The colour is due 
to iron staining and the rock is soft and contains occasional 
well rounded pebbles of fine grained acid volcanics. The 
pebbles are scattered randomly and are completely unsorted, 
varying from i/hto 2 inches in size.
In thin section the rock contains quartz, acid volcanic 
rock fragments,, chert and small amour.ts of plagioclase 
felspar set in a fine grained matrix which is completely 
red due to haematite staining.
The tuff has been mapped by Dunstan (1911, Sheet k) 
on the eastern edge of the spili tes (G-782^ .73) thus providing 
additional evidence for folding in the Highbury Hill area.
The pebbly tuff is succeeded by hard, dark grey- 
siliceous shales and cherts with inter bedded, felspathic
1 ♦ G-raywackes,
The greywaekes are coarse grained and frequently 
show udirty" graded bedding. They weather rapidly becoming 
disaggregated and extremely friable, When fresh they are 
dark grey or green but on weathering become light brown.
Fresh greywaekes from localities 32k* 327 and 333 
were sectioned,:
BR32k (G75k850k3): The rock is a felspathic greywacke with
25 percent ;plagioclase felspar, 1 S~20 percent embayed and 
euhedral bipyiamidal quartz set in an argillaceous matrix 
of chlorite, fine quartz,, serecite and iron minerals. The 
sorting Is poor and the grain size of the elastics varies 
from ,i to 3 mrns, with an average grain size of ,7 nan*.
BR327: A light grey-green felspathic greywacke with 25-30
percent quarts* 30-k0 percent K—felspar and small amounts of 
biotite set in a matrix of quartz* argillaceous material* 
serecite and chlorite. The quarts grains are poorly rounded 
(■0,6) and have quite variable sphericities (0,3-0,8), They 
are clear--with non-imdulose extinction and few inclusions
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and may be volcanic quartz., The felspars are almost 
euhedral, quite fresh.,, showing well developed Carlsbad 
Twinning. The average grain size is 0*5 mm. v/ith quartz 
grains up to 1.2 imri* and felspars up to 2 mm, in size,
BR333J A ,grey-green felspathic greywacke with 20 percent 
quartz* 15 percent felspar and small, amounts of volcanic 
roclc fragments * biotite and iron ore.. The matrix is of 
argillaceous material,,,, chlorite and fine quartz fragments.
The felspar is predominantly K-felspar with Very little 
plagioolase and shows well developed Carlsbad twinning*
2. Silistones.
Laminated dark grey siliceous siItstones form about 
10 percent of the sequence. The weathered surf aces frequent!; 
show small scale cross-bedding and convolute "bedding*
Oriented specimens showing current bedding were difficult, 
to obtain but the few measurements made suggest the currents 
were flowing to the north. The laminations are from 1-3 mm, 
v/ide arid are a result of size, rather than compositional 
variations. The siltstones are closely Jointed and 
weather Into light brown rhomboidal Joint blocks,
3. Shales, and cherts*
Non-calcareous shales and cherts form 60-80 percent 
of the sequence. The cherts are dark green and massive 
but well Jointed. They are intensely hard due to 
silification and fracture conchoidally* Some show traces
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of fine lamination 'but in general there is little evidence 
of bedding except on the scale of 1MO feet* The average 
bed width is 2-3 feet*
The shales are hard, olive green when weathered, 
with light brown or white exposed surfaces* They are 
frequently pencil pointed although the pencil structure is 
apparently not confined to the limits of any particular 
bed. The average bed width is 1-2 feet and within the 
beds the shales are uhlaminated and may better be termed 
mudstones*- There is no distinct subdivision between 
shales and cherts and the difference seems to depend on 
the degree of silification*
A section of the upper part .of the Monkland Beds 
measured to the east of Chatsworth is tabulated below:
Thickness Rammutt Conglomerate
20 feet 
hO 
75 
5 
25
ho -
60
hard dark green gr'eywacke
olive green and brown subgreywacke
light brown slate
hard grey green subgreywacke
light brown shale, thin be died 
and pencil jointed
hornblende porphyrite dyke
fine grained thin bedded sandstone
upper shale 
member 
("Phoenix 
Slates?")
250 friable olive green shale with some
pencil structure (Some siliceous 
pebbles were found within these 
shales and may be derived from 
intercalated conglomerate beds)
28,
Thickness
60 fine grained, thin bedded well
pointed f riable brown sandstone
260 thin bedded olive green to brownish
shales with occasional sandy layers 
£n thick
m
There is some correspondence with sections from 
the Goldfield in the upper part of the sequence but t be 
greywackos are absent from the base and the beds axe far 
less conglomeratic than some of the sections measured in 
the Goldfield. However, the beds are probably as 
extensively faulted as those of the Goldfield (map 2) 
and measurements of thicknesses- can be Quite inaccurate 
unleBs the position of the faults is accurately known.
Underlying the "Becond Bed of Slate1' of Rands is 
the "Gympie Greenstone", The "greenstone" is .a medium 
grained intensely silicified and altered rock and its 
origin has been the subject of some controversy, Apli 
(1868) considered the "greenstone" to occur in "irregular-*- 
shaped mosses or broad dykes" and hence, by implication, to 
be an igneous rock.
Rands (1889? p. 5) pointed out that the "greenstone" 
is generally concordant with the sediments, considered the 
possibility of a sedimentary origin, but discarded it 
because of the relationship of the greenstone to .the 
surrounding rocks and the "baked appearance of the rocks in 
contact with it". He concluded (p* 3) that "there can be
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but little doubt but that it is of. igneous origin and that 
it is an * intrusive sheet*which,. while generally oonfoming 
to the bedding planes of the rooks* at times, both its upper 
and under surface bi7eaks down the planes of bedding* This 
feature can be ?/ell seen in the Smithfield. United and Ho* 5 
Horth Glanujire ,Claimsu*
Dunstan (1911) placed the "greenstone1' in his Second 
Volcanic Group and mapped it as a bed of relatively uniform 
thickness occurring throughout the length of the Goldfield*
The "greenstone" is well exposed in a road cutting 
in the Bruce Highway: (River Road), just north of the Honnanby 
Bridge* Gympie (082843?) • it is. a dark green intensely hard 
massive rock with joints spaced about one foot apart* . In 
thin section (BRlf-75) the rock consists almost entirely of 
fine grained serecite and quarts with lesser amounts of 
calcite, magnetite and chlorite, the latter giving the rock 
its characteristic green colour* numerous large rectangular 
pseudoraorphs of serecite which could well have been, plagioclase 
laths suggest that the rock may have been igneous but since 
it is often difficult to separate greywackes and Volcanics 
on a textural basis, this cannot be considered definite 
evidence for the origin*. Both Livers!dge (1882) and 
Daintree {18 72) have published analyses of the greenstone and 
these are tabulated below:
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Analyses of the "Gymuie Greenstone*1*
1 2 3
310=2 50*500 4 i*944 60,862
« 2 ° 3 18.485
19.56:2 17.187
^ e2 °3 1.470 2.683 «
FeO 6.440 7.786 5*180
CaO 8*800 10*087 7.240
MgD 8.530 9.940 6.821
k 2o 0*635 0 .210 1 .028
lia20 1.655 2.000 1 .226
S 1 *190 0.347 -
002 0*820 1.400
h 2o + 1.600 2.921 ■-
h20 - 0.850 1*552 -
99*975 100.432 99.544
1 2 P a in t  re e *  1882
3 Iilv s rs id g e ,. 1872
The analyses do not compare favourably with those 
for greywackes given by Petti John (1957» p * 306)* The
the potassium content is too low (1 *3 4-* 2 .5 7 in greywackes)* 
On the other hand,, the greenstone is richer in CaO and MgO 
and is more comparable with that of a basaltic rock* Turner 
and ’V’erhoQgen (i960,, pp. 163, 285) *
Furthermore the greenstone lias not been observed to 
the north of the Gympie Goldfield so that its lateral
impersistence, chemical composition.,, relict texture and 
■boundaries with the enclosing sediments as described by 
Rands, together suggest an igneous origin*
A similar but thin bed of rock occurs in a road 
cutting in the Bruce Highway t> the south of Bell’s Bridge. 
(0 7 2 7 5 2 5)*■ 'This bed is concordant with the enclosing 
cherts and it and the greenstone could well be either a 
submarine flow or sill intruding the semi consolidated 
sediments and its high degree of serecitisation could 
perhaps be related in some way to a reaction with the- 
sediment, seawater or interstitial fluids of the sediment*
e^: The Monkland Beds are probably of Sakmarian age,
although they may extend, into the Artinskian* The 
correlation of the faunas is discussed under the section 
on bi os t ra ti grapliy *
I^S»7 Xower part of the Monkland Beds exposed in
a road cutting on the Bruce Highway immediately 
south of Bell*S' Bridge; G-72253U* White bands 
and lower grey bands are shale, upper grey band
is felspathic greywacke.
Big* 8 Detail of above figure showing some of the 
shale beds with well developed pencil 
structure*
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RAMMUTT COITGLOMERATE (new name)
Derivation of name: The type section, lies immediately north
of and parallel to Ramruntt Road, east of Chatsworth,
Synonyifts; 1, , ’’Coarse pehhly conglomerate'*, Rands, 1889, p. 3.
2, Conglomerate Croup:, Middle Gympie- Formation, 
Dunstan, 1911#
Proposed type sections Section shown on maps 2 and 3 immediate! 
north of Rammutt Road, g- mile east of. Chatsworth, 3 miles 
north of Gympie, Queensland (076935238 to G77175210) •
Lithology:: Coarse volcanic and siliceous conglomerates with
interbedded graphitic shales*
Thickness: In the type section approximately 160 feet;
Rands (1889., p* 3) estimated the thickness at the Gympie 
Railway Station as 3 60 feet hut noted that this was 
unusually thick. The average thickness in the gold­
field is 150 feet hut varies between 50 feet in the 
Ellen Harkins Mine to 300 feet in the shaft of the ilew 
Gympie Gold Mines*
Description: The outcrop of the formation is very poor even
in the type section and only isolated boulders occur 
north of the type area (map 1). The unit has been 
mapped from 0712515* west of M't, Co re 11a.,- southwards as 
far as Six Mile Creek,, south of Gympie (Dunstan, 1911» 
map 3 )* The conglomerate overlies the Monkland Beds 
and is overlain by the South Curra Limestone,
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The type section contains at least three members. The 
basal 100 feet consist of a coarse conglomerate with 
well rounded pebbles of volcanic rocks (fig. 11 ),
The pebble size varies from less than one centimetre 
to 10-15 cm* and the pebbles are poorly sorted. Most 
of the pebbles are composed of andesitic volcanic rock 
although there are some smaller chert grains.
' Clay size matrix is sparse and sand sized grains fill 
most of the original pore space. These are 
Sompositionally similar to the pebbles - that is.,, they 
are predominantly volcanic. Quartz cement fills most 
of the remaining pore space and occurs as fine mosaic 
intergrowths.
Twenty to thirty feet of graphitic shale overlies the 
lower -conglomerate member. This, shale, bed does not 
outcrop in the section but has been measured and sampled 
in a water bore on the property of Mr. II. Raramutt, 
Specimens obtained f rom the bore showed intense shearing 
with the development of a phyilitie. structure, The 
rock is composed of argillaceous material and graphite 
with secondary veins of white quarts and pyrite*
Dunstan (1 9 11) recognised two graphitic shales in the 
conglomerate which he termed the ’’upper" and "lower 
plumbago beds"* The logs of the mine shafts frequently 
did not include these beds and it is probable that the 
graphitic shales are lenticular and not as laterally 
persistent as Dunstan1 s map implies.
The graphitic shales are either coal beds or highly 
carbonaceous, shales which have been converted to graphitic 
phyllit es by slip parallel to the bedding, and may there­
fore reflect terrestrial conditions. Overlying the 
graphitic shale is a well soiled conglomerate composed of 
well rounded pebbles of chert.,, white quarts and acid? 
volcanic fragments. The average pebble size is, one. inch 
(long diameter) and the pebbles are oblate but not 
imbricated. This conglomerate is exposed in the eastern 
side of a dam at locality 262* The thickness is unknown
because of the poor exposure but the conglomerate apparently 
grades into the Megadesmus nobilissimus bed of the over­
lying South Curra limestone,
A bed? of magnesite is also known from the type section
(loc* 262), the origin of which is unknown.
The Rammutt Conglomerate is apparently a near shore 
conglomerate anci because of the interbedded coaly shales 
may be in part terrestrial*. It is replaced by the shallow 
water South Curra Limestone, the base of which contains a 
fauna which is of lower Artinskian age so that the 
conglomerate is probably also lower Artinskian,
Boulder of the lower conglomerate member
of tiie Raimart.t Conglomerate*, just east 
of the type section; C77552Q*
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SOOTH CURRA LIMESTONE (new formation)
Definitions The South Curra Limestone is a fossiliferous 
Moaec\®mlaied algal**bryosoan limestone outcropping 
discontijriousiy 'between Gympie and Gigoomgan., The 
thickness varies from 130 feet in Gympie to 1100 feet at 
Gigoomgan and the unit is ijiR) feet thieh in the type 
section* one and a half miles south of' Curra (G7di600)> 
The base of the limestone contains a. lower Artinskian
fauna and the fauna at the top of the unit is probably 
of Kungurian age*
Derivation of names The type locality occurs a mile end a 
half south of the Curra Railway Station and the quarry in 
the type section is locally referred to as. the "Curra 
Quarry" ♦
Synonr/nis: 1 • Objective synonyms (a) "bluish impure limestone"
Rands,*, 1. 88.9, in 3.
(b) Limestone Group* Middle 
Gympie Formation* Dunstan, 
1911,
2*. Subjective synonyms (a) vlower limestone” Rands*
1889,, p. 3*
(b) "Fossil limestone and 
shales,V, Lower Gympie 
Formation* Dunstan, 1911* 
(g) "G-igoomgan. Limestone"* 
Richards and Bryan*
WM*  P*
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gy-pe section: The section shown on maps 2 and 3 (071 955637
to G?2155636) west of the. Bruce Highway, 1-)' miles south 
of tktrra* north of G-yispl©,. Queensland* the section includes 
the quarry of the Tamaree Lime Go* The unit is over­
turned in the type area hut this section has Been chosen 
for the following reasons*
1* The steep clip (64 degrees) and relatively good outcrop 
enables the thickness t o be determined more accurately 
than in other Sections*
2* Approximately 70 feet of the unit is extremely well 
exposed in the Gurra Quarry,
3 , Both upper and lower faunas can be collected in this 
section*
Thickness:? In the type section 440 feet* Bands (1839* P* 3) 
gave 138 feet 6 inches as the thickness measured at the 
sui'faee at the Oympie Railway Station* This low figure is 
due to drag and faulting •associated with the Lady Mary 
Fault as shown on map 3« The average thickness of the 
unit in the mine shafts of the goldfield is 160 feet so 
there is considerable thickening to the north*- The 
thickness increases to 1100 feet at Gigaonxgan* 40 miles to 
the north (Richards and Bryan* 1932:* P« ) end the 
increase in thickness is relatively constant as shown in 
figure 12* ■
The Queensland' Cement and Lime Go. Ltd. has drilled the 
limestone at Tam&re© to the west of the Tamaree Lime Works 
(G&2405257)* The bore commenced very close to the top
Gigoomgan
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of the unit and penetrated 500 feet of limestone (the 
limit of drilling} so that the thickness is at least 
450 feet*
Descriptions The South Gurra Limestone is the most: prominent 
emd readily''mappshle fon^iation of the Gympie Group and has 
formed the basis for most of the. structural interpretation. 
It outcrops as a resistant ridge over most of its length 
and supports a natural -flora of softwood scrub or dry 
sclerophyll forestv
North of the type area the limestone is unconformably 
overlain by sandstones of the Bundamba Group and the 
botmbaijy ’between the Permian and Mesozoic sediments is 
probabLy faulted*
Bands p* 3) recognised two limestones within the
sequence of the goldfield - an upper bluish impure 
liras stone11 and a stratigraphically lbwer.*; ’Mower limestone”. 
The ’’lower limestone” he placed immediately to the east 
of a large, s trike fault which Bunstan (i 9 1 1} subsequently 
mapped and named the "'Lalng Slide”* Imnstan, however,, 
mapped the ’Mower limestone” to the west of this fault and 
included it and the overlying shales in his Lower Gynrpie 
Pomation* thus separating, it'from. the 11 upper limestone” 
which he placed at the top of his Middle Gympie formation* 
Both Bands (1 QQ$) and Dunstan (1911) have shown this 
limestone to outcrop along the eastern margin of the 
Goldfield and Bauds was able to .trace it as far north
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as the Bell’s Bridge area* Along this distance the 
limestone is displaced many times by the numerous noxmal 
and peri anticlinal faults as shown, in. map 2.
Both the "upper** and "lower" limestones are. petro*- 
graphically similar and since' the: "lower l&mebfcafce"
.outcrops, to the west of the Baing Fault it is s tructurally 
possible for them to be parts of the same unit* Twelve 
species of fossils from the. ’'upper limestone*' are recorded 
from the "lower limestone"*. At least two of these 
s-pecies* Spirifer gymnlensis and Peruvispira scapulata* 
have not been recorded from the sequence below the base: 
of the "upper limestone”. In addition^ .- two- poorly 
preserved specimens have been recovered from an outcrop 
of the "lower limestone1' to the northwest of ITormanby 
BridgeSr Gympie# which have been reasonably certainly 
identif ied, as Meg&deunns nobillssiirras and Fchinoconchns 
cnrrensfs* thus demonstrating the same faunal zonation 
as occurs in the eastern limestone* The two beds of 
limestone are therefore considered to be part of the same 
unit - the South Gurra Limestone ~ so that Ehmstan’s 
Lower Gympie Formation becomes synonomous with parts of 
his. Middle and Upper Gyirple Formations.
In the type area the 'faunas suggest that the; limestone 
is overturned -so that folding of the unit has occurred to 
the north and repetition by faulting or folding to the 
south would he quite reasonable*
A small exposure of limestone occurs to the west of 
the Tamaree Railway Station within the Tamaree Fault 
Block*, The fault block (map 2) is a done—shaped structure 
with tbe axis Tunning approximately north-south and 
plunging steeply to the south* The block is bounded by 
four faults and the doming is probably due to drag 
associated with the faulting* The limestone is exposed 
only at the culmination of the structure and is. overlain 
on three sides, by 2200 feet of indurated shales and sand­
stones which are overlain to the south by fissile slates. 
The West Tomaree Fault forms the western margin of the; 
block' and the drag of beds adjacent to the fault suggests 
that the strata to the west of the fault, have been dropped 
with respect to those., to the east of the fault*
The sequence to the west of the W„ Tamaree Fault i s 
equivalent both in thickness and lithologies to that within 
the Tamaree Fault Block so that the limestone at Tamaree 
is considered to be part of the South Curra Limestone, 
overlain both within and to the west of the fault block 
by the Corolla Formation and. Kin Kin Slate*
The limestone is lithologically similar to the 
remainder of the South Curra Limestone although the 
percentage of erinoiclal debris is often, somewhat higher 
and some of the beds are erinoidal calcirudit.es*
Fossils have' been collected from the top of the 
limestone only. The fauna is cia racterised by Ingelarella 
cf * rnantuanensi s and is probably a little younger than the
fauna at the top of the South Curra Limestone further to 
the west since in the goldfield and to the north the fauna 
at tiie top of the South Curra Limestone contains 
Tngelarella'ingalarensis. Other fossils from the limestone 
at Tamaree are Seienopora sp.*, Fenestella sp. , Euryphyllum 
of* mantuani* Avtcnloneeten sp*. ind* and ?Bartinf a sp* plus 
unidentified bryozoa and productids* There is evidence 
to the south of Gympie that a marine .regression followed 
the deposition of the South Curra Limestone so that,, 
because of the accompanying seaward migration of facies^ 
the limestone would be wedge shaped* narrowing towards 
the shore line*.
The off-shore carbonate: deposition could be expected 
to. be maintained for a longer period of time than that 
close to the pre-regresoional shore dine,*. so that, the: 
upper part of the limestone would become progressively 
younger away from the land. The presence of a younger (or 
at least different) fauna in the limestone at .Tamaree Is 
explained by this, mechanism* Provided the interpretation 
is correct (and the sedimeniological. and structural evidence 
would suggest that it is so).,, the; occurrence of a. younger 
fauna at Tamaree xirovides additional evidence for a 
regression after the deposition of the South Curra 
Limestone and also implies that the shore line existed to 
the west since the basin apparently deepened between 
Chats worth and Tamaree*
The faunas of the South Curra Limestone are 
relatively homogeneous between G-ympie and Curra (a 
distance of 10 miles along strike), and no distinctions 
inexplicable' in terras of sampling error, preservation or 
local fluctuations in biota could be shown between 
localities*
However,: the fact that there is a marked change in 
faunas between Ohatsworth and Tamaree (a distance of about 
2 miles.: down dip) suggests that the shore line was 
approximately parallel to the present strike of the 
limestone during the period of regression*
(Bo significant change in faunas was detected between 
eastern, and western exposures of the -South Curra Limestone 
in the goldfield)*
Ferguson (1948) has mapped a limestone to the south 
of Gympie, to the west of Cooran and Travers ton (map 3)«
No fossils have been collected from this limestone so 
that there is no palaeontological evidence for its 
position in the sequence. The limestone overlies beds 
mapped, by Ferguson as part of the Middle Gympie Formation 
and therefore presumably part of the Monkland Beds*. The 
coarse volcanic Rammutt Conglomerate which underlies the 
South Curra Limestone to the north is absent from, the 
sequence* The limestone mapped by Ferguson is overlain 
by the Keefton Conglomerate (Ferguson,.- 1948, p* 21)# a 
varying thickness of coarse sandstones, grits and 
siliceous conglomerate which apparently grades laterally
into- part o f the Gorella Bomaiion north th@- East
]> m p Creels:, area* southeast o£  Qpm plo (im p 3}- Sowever# 
to the n o r t h  of the "limestone- euitoi^pping t-a the west 
of hoondmas (GQjL0€O),9 the K-eeftan Cong lamerat & overlies 
part of the Corella Pomotion and the C onglame rate would 
therefore appear to ho rogrBSoir® across both the 
limestone and part of the Corolla Paxiaatiorb*
a# this Is true both the upper and lower surf aces of 
the 'lime stone could be tliscorf orsi ti es **■ the lower being 
the result ofa. marine transgression across tile Honklsml 
Beds with elhiftmaticm .o f the Bamfijatt Conglomerate and the 
upper being due to contemporaneous erosion and deposition 
of tlie heel-ton Conglomerate during' the subsequent, 
regression*.
Since- the leefton Conglomerate is laterally -equivalent 
to the C©fella formation which overlies the South Gurra 
limestone*. this bed of limestone .mapped by 'Ferguses! is 
eousiclered to be part of that- formation* Thus the 
soutbein mapped limit of the South Curra Limestone is near 
the, Bruce- ihLgheny to /the south of Coles Greek' (OpOiuPkl)*- 
The limestone thins end disappeare at this point bo that 
it in probable this represents -one point on the true edge 
of the ibrissi-iss*
Ithaca tores outcrop- to- tho north of -the Gyspde district 
at liarodiant ligoomgoii and Biggendsn, {l£i<Heys -in Hill, and 
Bermead* 1 $60*, $>* 300.)* The Gigoongsn limestone contains 
a rich lower Periian fauna including itnfclanihun spv*
Gancrinella farloyensis , ihiryphy Ilum, Wmmerophyll'um sp. 
novy and PIero phy H u m  and can therefore be f usually 
correlated with tile South Curra Limestone, In thin 
section the limestones are petrographlcally identical so 
that the Gigoomgan limestone is considered to represent 
the northern extension of tile South Curra Limestone,. Since 
the Bariodian and Biggenden limestones are along strike 
from the Gigoomgan exposure they also probably belong 
to this unit* Poorly preserved Permian bryozoa have 
been collected f rom the Biggenden limestone*;
A small outcrop of highly silicified limestone 
associated with spilitic volcanic's occurs near Calico 
Creek*, southwest of Gympie (G3h-7?9h) • The only fossils 
recovered are Bpirifer sp, ind. and Thamnopora sp, and 
the position of this; limestone in the Gympie Group is 
uncertain*
The base of the South Curra Lime stone is: exposed to 
the east of Ghats vvorth ('G771 • ' (The unit does not
outcrop so that thicknesses are estimated from, floaters 
in the soil*)
A narrow bed (f-i 0 feet thick) composed of 
disarticulated valves of Megadesmus, nobilisslmus set in 
a matrix of fine grained calcareous sandstone overlies 
the Rarnmntt Conglomerate and this bed is taken to be 
the base of the South Curra Limestone, The fauna is 
exclusively molluscan (Table 2 ) and is interpreted as 
being- ecologically limited to shallow water* Occasional
h-5*
well .rounded volcanic pebbles are included in the bed 
suggesting that the .f3i.pp,ly- of land, derived clastic 
mater ial had diminished and the lamelXibranoh valves, 
v/ere functionally replacing the pebbles of the under** 
lying conglomerate*
This coarse pebbly coquina Is replaced. vertically 
by a. calcar eons silt stone with .articulated, valves of 
fegadesmus and finally by an argillaceous brachiopod 
limestone. The change in faunas -and lithology implies • 
a gradual increase in -water depth possibly related to a 
transgressing sea*.
■Overlying the ML*. nob 1 lissimus bed is 20-30 f eet -of 
richly fossxlif erous argillaceous limestone*
Species present are listed in Table and the. fauna 
is. considered to 'be lower Artinskisn in. age*
The fossiliferous zone is overlain by 200-400 feet 
■of orgariic limestone composed of algae.* bryono-an* 
crinoidal and spicular debris*
The average bed width is 4^3 feet; and the. change in 
proportions of components from bed to bed is -quite marked* 
Some 'beds are quite pyritic and dark green in colour whereas 
others vary from light to dark grey with little' or no- 
pyrife* There is little or no stratification (normal 
or cross.) within the limits of the beds so that each bed 
boundary may represent a period of cpii essence -or minor 
hiatus* In. thin section'the limestone consists of pieces 
of algal mat CSeleiiopora) *. fragments of ramose bryosoa and
siliceous sponge spicules*,with fewer crinoidal plates, 
intraclasts* foraminifern* silt-grade quartz grains: 
and algal filaments' set in a fine grained lime mud 
which has suffered partial or complete recrystallisation* 
She- darker beds contain brownish clayey or organic 
matter whereas the. light grey limestone consists' of 
relatively clear calotte*
As mentioned above the proportions of the ma;}or 
bioelastic components vary considerably so that some beds 
arc distinctly algal whereas o thers are: definitely 
hryozoan* Although rich spicular limestones occur at 
Gigoomgah the sponge spicules usually form no more than 
10 percent of the rock in the: Gympie area and are: 
frequently absent* Crinoidal ealcirudites occur in the 
limestone at Tamaree but are uncommon elsewhere*
Diagenetie minerals are pyrite* quarts and a greenish 
brown fine grained mineral which probably belongs to the 
glauconite group* The pryite and Vglauconite are 
frequently confined to the zooecial cavities of the 
bryosoa and are therefore presumed to be early diagenetie 
minerals deposited in the low pK—high Eh micro­
environment produced by bacterial decay of the bryozoan 
protoplasm*
Clear sparry calcite also fills the bryozoan sooecia 
and is probably a result of an early diagenef :ic reduction 
in porosity. fhe same effect has been shown to- occur 
in tire highly porous reef limestones of the Funafuti lit oil
(Newell, 1955) almost immediately after stabilisation 
of the sediment,
Buhedral anthigenie gtiai'tz. crystals occur in the 
algal, colonies. o.f UQPif5*iA6* The filamentous algal cells 
are f illed, with clear' granula r cal cite and the quartz 
crystals are enclosed, by the calotte* In this slide 
the anthigenie quartz is confined, to the algal fragments* 
The source of tire silica la the siliceous sponge spicules 
. and in slide BRA? 5 these can he seen in all stages.: of 
replacement hy calcite*
The solubility of silica is pH dependent* silica is 
least, soluble in a neutral solution and increases slightly 
at higher or lower pK*s, A marked• increase in solubility 
occurs above a pH of %
Baas Becking et aX, (i960) hare published measurements 
of the pH and Bh of most natural environments. Most 
recent marginal marine sediments hate slightly alkaline 
interstitial fluids .and the pH of seawater remains 
relatively constant (about 8,2),
Seawater is markedly under saturated with, respect to 
silica, Krauskopf (1 9 5 9) gives a concent ration of
0.1-h ppm. for the surface water and 5-10 ppm, for deep, 
water.,, so that tiie solution of siliceous Spicules probably 
commences as soon as the sponge tissue disintegrates* 
Provided burial is rather rapid the void left by solution 
is filled with calcium carbonate (less soluble at high 
pB’ 3} and so the interstitial water of the sediment would 
tend, to become saturated with silica* Any subsequent
1|6 „
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powering of the pH would precipitate the silica as 
quartz, simultaneously removing the cal.qite by dissolution, 
The fact that the anthigenic quarts of specimen UQE45 ,146 
hs confined to the algal colony suggests that the low pH 
induced by the decay of the algal tisaue was responsible 
for the precipitation and it is therefore an authigenic 
feat-tire*
Elsewhere this may not be true. In a slide of rode 
BR475 the quartz occurs as oriented crystals growing on 
the internal, and external surfaces of bryozoan colonies.
The -crystals are parallel*; not radiating,; and are confined 
to the same sides of the bryozoan colonies. The silica 
is derived from sponge spicules in the same rock since 
partially replaced spicules, can he seen in the slide-,- The 
oriented localisation of the quartz crystals suggests some 
sort of directed pressure, possibly- induced by compaction.
Compaction of the limestone has been reasonably 
pronounced as can be seen by the distortion of bedding 
laminae around rugose coral individuals and suggests that 
the more argillaceous beds may have been compressed to about 
two thirds of their original thickness.
The absence: of current structures -and the fact that 
many delicate algal' and bryozoan colonies are preserved- 
almost intent is indicative of a low energy environment.
Age: Lower Artinskian to Eungurion or Eazanian, The correlation 
of the faunas of the South C.urra Limestone are discussed in 
the section on biostratigraphy.
iFig*1^'2hin section of BR k75t
South Gurra Limestone,
showing bryozoan and
spieular debris; 
spicules replaced by
calcite*.
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OQBEILA FORMATION (new formation)
The Corella Formation is the name given to.^ 200-2700 
feet of thin su'bgreywackes,. sandstones, siltstones and green 
unlaminated shales overlying the South Curra Limestone said 
overlain by the Kin Kin Slate. The formation outcrops on 
the western side of Mi* Corella (G7685b$) and is Upper Permian 
and possibly in part Lower Triassie in age.
Derivation of names The type section is located on the western 
side of Mi* Corolla, sis miles north of Gympie.
Synonym! Upper Gympie Formation, Dunstan 1911 , with the 
exception of the conglomerated (tFC)| not Upper Gympie 
Formation of Lunstan* 1913> Pi* 5*
Tyne section! The upper readies of the Scrubby Creek running 
northwards from Mt. Corella, sis miles north of Gympie, 
Queensland. The section is shown on maps 2 (G75165hh5 
to G75735526).
Thickness! la the type section approximately 2000 feet; east 
of Chatsworth and south of Tamaree 2200 feet 5 the thickness 
calculated from Ferguson1 s mapping west of Woondum is 
2700 feet*
Extent; ITorth Of the type section the unit is unconformably 
overlain by quart2ose sandstones of the Bundamba Group. 
Southwards from the type section the unit outcrops
k3 *
continuously (except where displaced by cross structure 
faults) from the type section to it, Tuchekoi, 13 miles 
south of G-ympie (C$13205) where it disappears so that 
further to the south the Kin Kin Slate overlies the 
Keefton Conglomerate (I^ ergusoh# 1 9k&. p* 18)* The 
foimation is repeated in the Tamaree^Jorella area by the 
West Tamaree Fault and the whole of the unit is exposed 
in railway cuttings to the south of Tamaree. The upper 
part of the formation occurs immediately to the east of 
the West Tamaree Fault between Tamafee and Corella 
Hallway Stations. The shales overlying the South Curra 
Limestone to the west of the Laing Fault in the Gympie 
Goldfield presumably belong to the Corella Formation but 
this part of the sequence has not been mapped by the 
author*
The shales underlying the overturned limb of the South 
Curra Limestone to the west of the Curra Quarry are more 
indurated than is typical of the Corella Formation and 
contain cherts and greywackes similar to those of the 
lower parts of the Monkland Beds. Since these beds have 
been strongly and perhaps isoclinally folded they may 
also have been strike faulted so their position in the 
sequence is somewhat in doubt.
,-ptioni In the type section and southwards in the area 
mapped by the author the lower 900 1^0.00 feet of the 
Corella Formation consist of distinctly alternating thin
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lit hi* subgreywaekes and thin grey green unlaminated 
shales* The Upper part Of the formation is quite irregular 
consisting of subgrey waekes, sandstones end silt stones 
Of variable thicknesses interbe&ded with shales* With 
further mapping,* it may be possible to subdivide this 
formation into two members but since extensive lateral 
persistence of these tv/o distinct (and quite mappable) 
lithologies has not definitely been demonstrated,, they are 
not proposed as formal members* However for the purposes 
of this thesis the two units will be referred to as the 
"upper” and ”lower” members. Bmistan (l9il) was apparently 
able to map a similar difference in the Oorella formation 
to the east of the Ooldfield: since he subdivided the lower 
part of his Upper Oympie Formation into w sandstones and 
shales” and ,fshales”»
South of Gympie both Dunstan (1911) and Ferguson (1 9b8) 
have mapped a conglomerate which Ferguson (1 918, p* 21) 
named the fteeftdh Conglomerate* The conglomerate varies 
Considerably in thickness and consists of coarse sandstones, 
grits and siliceous conglomerate. The conglomerate 
becomes sandier to the north (Hill, per a* comm,) and 
apparently grades laterally into part of the Oorella 
Formation# It overlies and is overlain by parts of the 
Oorella Formation and the mapping by Ferguson (I9h8)
reproduced in map 2 suggests that the Keefton Conglomerate 
regressed across the lower part of the Corolla Formation 
and was transgressed by the upper part, so that the Keefton 
Conglomerate apparently represents the near shore litho^  
facies: equivalent of all or part of . the Gorella Formation, 
South of Mt*TueheKoi (5913203) the Core11a Formation is 
in turn transgressed by the Kin Kin Slate so it is 
possible that the Kin Kin Slate is in part laterally 
continuous with all of part of the Corolla Formation and 
is the deeper water lithofacies equivalent.
The ‘base of the Corella Formation is well exposed north of 
Chatsworth (0763538) and in the limestone quarry at Tamaree 
(S873525), and it is directly conformable on the South 
Curra Limestone,
The boundary with the Kin Kin Slate is abrupt in .areas 
mapped by the author and none of the shales of the Corella 
Formation exhibit the pronounced fiSSility of the Kin Kin 
Slate, This is also an absence of sandy beds, from the 
base of the slate although quite sandy layers occur higher 
in the sequence, so that the upper limit of the Corella 
Formation is readily mappable. The boundary Is to some 
extent transitional and isolated outcrops tend to exaggerate 
the abruptness. In the railway line sections both to the 
north and south of Tamaree the boundary can be placed 
between adjacent cuttings but towards the top the percentage 
of sandy layers in the Corella Formation decreases so that
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if the whole sequence was exposed there would probably 
be far greater difficulty in placing the boundary.
The ’'lower member” of the Oorella Formation consists of 
alternating lit hie subgreywackes and. thin clay shales* The 
member is reasonably resistant and Is more readily mappable 
than the ’upper member0 although definition 'of the boundary 
between the two nmembers1’ is probably gradational. The 
average thickness of the subgreywackes beds is 1 .8  inches 
and the shales have, an average width of 1 *h5 inches. Sixty 
percent of the thickness of measured sections is subgreywacke 
and the frequency of beds of different thickness is shown 
in figure 15* Measurements of beds were mad© at all 
extensive exposures of the. formation and as far as possible 
at different heights* Assuming the sections measured 
represent a large.enough sample of the lithological variation, 
there would have been about 5h-0 feet of subgreywacke deposited 
in the 900 feet of the member* With an average bed thickness 
of 1,82 Inches.* this represents about 3600 beds of 
subgreywacke. Bach pair of. beds (subgreywacke and shale) 
probably results from a single event * the difference in 
settling rate of the clay and sand fractions being responsible 
for the production of the two beds:* The absence of graded 
bedding in the subgreywackes is probably due to the fine 
grain siso and the reasonably good sorting.
Bach pair of beds must represent the periodic imposition of a 
high energy ©nvironmerij just as the frequent occurrence of 
a turbidity current is responsible for graded greywacke-shale
F igtix’e 15
a.
b.
Pig0 Frequencies of beds of shale (a) and
subgreywacke (b) 5n the lower-' member of 
the Corella Formation© Abscissa graduated 
in inchesj ordinate shows the number of
beets of each thicknesso
Pig* 16 Photomicrograph of a subgreywaclte 
(BE2hhj £772542) from the lower 
member of the Corolla Po matron*
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units in a turbidite sequence* The fact that the Keefton 
Conglomerate is transgressive across the lower part of the 
Oorella Formation indicates that the sea level was dropping 
during' the deposition of the lower part of the Oorella 
Fomatioh* OonseqUently the deposiflonal surface would 
he expected to he entering the realm of vigorous wave 
action* Prior to this the wave base would be extended 
only in times of storms so that each unit Could well be 
the result of storm waves and the alternation of the lower 
part of the Oorella Formation could then reflect emergence 
into the gone between normal and abnormal wave base.
The erosion of previously deposited units could he prevented 
by the electrochemical properties of the deposited clay, in 
that once clay is deposited, a far greater current velocity 
is required to erode it.
The Upper member consists of 'beds of Variable thickness 
of aubgreywacke, sandstone, shale and siltstone# The unit 
is perhaps a little sandier near the base but different 
sections contain quite different' proportions of sand to shale. 
In general the shales lack the fissility and slaty cleavage 
of the Kin Kin Slate*
In. thin section the subgreywackes consist of 10-20 
percent quarts, 20-30 percent chert and lithic fragments and 
5-10 percent sodic plagioelase* The grains are very angular 
and are poorly sorted* Most contain some limonite and quarts 
cement as well as about 20 percent matrix* The quarts grains
5k*
are clear and unstrained or tabular with undulose extinction 
suggesting a metamorphic and perhaps plutonic source, Some 
specimens are quite felspathie and BB201 contains 20^25 
percent of oXigoclase and andeslne.
At G759552 is a thin bed of argillaceous calcilutite. 
The rock (BR3'l1) is composed almost entirely of caleite and 
argillaceous material and shows well developed small scale 
cross~bedding and microstylolites* it is interesting to
note that the stylolitie indentationD remains strictly 
parallel to the bedding so that the stylolite seam is 
deflected across the cross-liedded units. Rigby (1953) 
attributes transverse fstylolites to solution along joints 
developed, in late di agenesis..- This does not appear to be 
the cause of sty loll sat ion in the rock since it seems unlikely 
that the joints would be deflected by the cross-bedding.
The shales consist of fine quartz* serecite and 
argillaceous matter and are probably compos!tionally very 
similar to the overlying Kin Kin t>late.. A Different! al 
Thermal Analysis of a shale from the Corolla Formation is 
shown in figure 20 The curve does not differ significantly 
from those of the Kin Kin Slate and the dominant clay mineraL 
is probably kaolinite*
Age: Only two fossils are known from the Corella Formation -
a ceratitic goniatite from Woondum Railway Station cutting 
(C8893S6) and a specimen of Plagtostoma? sp. from the shales 
a litt le to the- west of Woondum (0885379) *
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The goniatite is almost certainly no older than
the tipper Permian and ait the present state ox* knowledge 
appears to he closer to the Lower Triassic (Scythian) 
goniatites than to those of the Upper Permian* The 
goniatite occurs near the middle of the Co re 11a Formation 
so the upper half of the unit, in the V/oondum area, is at 
least of Upper Permian age.
56.
A..LN aiitt-TiS
Jensen (1906* pp, 84,. 86) proposed the tenn "Kin-Kin 
jihyllit©" for "soft, soapy and shaly phyllites" outcropping at 
and to the east of Pinbarren, four miles east of Gooran 
(G/^ M603729). He separated the phyllite from the "very hard,
met amorphic slates# quartzites and schists of Gympie age 
(outcropping) along tile railway line about one mile West of 
Cooran"# and considered it to be younger than the strata of 
the Gympie Goldfield.
However# in 1909 he revised his earlier remarks on 
the age and distribution of the phyllite and concluded:
p. 259 "The true Gympie rocks at Gympie occupy an area
about seven miles long,, and perhaps five miles wide, 
around which appear phyllites with an older facies"* 
and p* .260 "The Gympie rocks are all characterised by intense 
secondary silicification, but the remarkable 
scliistosity which the rocks outside the mining area 
show is not seen in the mining district. This fact 
is a strong indication that the true Gympie rocks 
are newer than the others, and have never been 
dragged down into the zone of schist os ity and earth 
flowage'1.
In this I’econsidered description of the Kin Kin 
Phyllite Jensen included "phyllites" occurring in the Deep Creek 
area, on the Woohdum plateau, and to the east of the Inglewood 
fault, thus extending the unit to include the slates of the
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SJooran area with which he had contrasted the Kin Kin Phyllite 
pi 19069
Although Jensen Vs-second'definition of the unit has 
teen accepted in the literature since its proposal* It was not 
Until 19A8 that Ferguson (p, 16) was able to. demonstrate the 
occurrence of ”soft soapy phyllites” in the sequence to the
west of Ooorani
Dunstan (1913.* pi* 5) included the Kin Kin phyllite 
in his (Pe mo-carboniferous) Upper Gympie Formation but because 
of the apparently greater degree of regional metamo rphism of
the phyllite* Dunstan*s'view Was not.widely accepted, so that
\
in 1928 Denmead wrote* "It is generally believed that the 
* schists1 occurring to the south and east of Gympie, including 
the Kin Kin Phyllites of Jensen* belong to the Brisbane Schists" 
(Denmead, 1928* p* 7 2 ),
Ferguson (I9b8) was the first to seriously map the 
boundary between the Kin Kin Phyllite and the "Gympie" strata, 
but was unable to reach any definite conclusion because of the 
poor exposure*
He was, however* able to demonstrate that in the 
areas to the south-east of Gympie*
1. The regional strikes of the two units are conformable. 
2* A definite stratigraphic boundary exists between 
poorly bedded mudstones and finely fissile Kin Kin 
Phyllites on the Tandur, Traverston and Cooran Hoads, 
3* At Eldgewood the contact between the phyllites and the 
underlying Eeefton Conglomerate dips to the east at br0 
degrees conforming to the average dip of the
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i|, An absence of conclusive evidence fo r  major 
fau lt in g  along the p h y llite  margin*
Ferguson concluded by pointing out (p* 19) that 
although the greater induration and contortion of the Kin Kin 
i?hyllite suggests a greater age* there is no satisfactory 
^yi&ence for the complex faulting which would be 'necessary'' along 
the western margin of the phyllites*
Dorothy Hill (1955? p* 92) provided the first 
palaeontological evidence for a Permian age ~ a ceratitic 
goniatite from Woondum Railway Station*. Unfortunately the 
locality is a little to the west of the Ivin Kin Phyllite 
boundary mapped by Ferguson (l 9*4-8) so that although the 
lithology is composltionally similar (Hill, in Hill and Denmead, 
1980? p* 226) to that of the ntypical” Kin Kin Phyllite, this, 
did not constitute unquestlohable evidence of the age of the 
phyllite.
In 1957 R* Bryan mapped the Kin Kin Phyllite in the 
Euroundi**Co0rpy area and concluded that the rocKs in this area 
had suffered two east-west Compressional deformations* giving 
as evidence (p, 26) the following sequence of development of 
structural featuresi
1 * development of bedding 
2* folding of bedding
3# .impression of slaty cleavage (at varying angles to the 
bedding)
U* folding of slaty cleavage (and refolding of bedding)*
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Because of this# Bryan seems to have had some 
^ufets shout grouping the Kin Kin Phyllite with the Gympie 
jpediinente as he busts (p«: 26):
’’Woontas Is weli to the n o r l a n d  very close to the 
severely faulted roofed of the Gympie Oroupf . She geologic 
capping done. In the urea is so scanty that' th£ possibility of 
^ho W cental rook really being downfauXted G-pmpie material natlic 
than Kin Kin. e&nnot he overlooked-v^m-
U n til fu rther work is  done in  i l i a  unit le a l  area, the 
Kin K|n rocks had best he considered as o f  -probable Permian age,w
fits most recent mapping by• m a iey  ( p* Bli) ohoi-wa
t tin P h y ll ite to ontend norths afcls to ljoyond .Butler’ a
tine m iles nonth o f  Gpmpic. Kxdley ago^oec w ith H i l l
that the Kin iCih Phyla !to  is possib ly a pant o f the
Group, which has been inoorporuted  in.to a mope mobile ■
belt*
Finally, as was pointed out "by R. Bryan (1957,
p. ) , the dominant l i t h o lo g y  i s  not p h y l l i t e  "but s la t e  
and hence the term K in  K in  S la t e  w i l l  fee u sed  h e rea fte r©
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The western margin of the Kin Kin Slate has been 
mapped from G833US2 (one mil© north of Gyiaple) to 0772575 
(3ust south of Hervey* s Siding, eight miles north-north-west 
of Gympie# The relationship of' the Slate to the remainder 
of the Gympie Group can be demonstrated in the Tamaree area. 
The Kin Kin Slate outer ope both to the east and 
west of the Tamaree Fault Bloch# To the west the slate 
conformably overlies the Gorella formation. The eastern 
margin is faulted by the West Tamaree Fault between the 
East Lynne Fault and Gorella Railway Station. The 
northern continuation of this fault is unknown because
the attitudes- and lithologies on both sides of the fault, 
plane are similar#
Within the Tamaree Fault Block, the South Curra
* 1/Limestone (containing Tipper middle Permian marine fossils)
is overlain by 2200 feet of indurated dark grey shales and
siltstones of the Corolla Formation which are succeeded
rather abruptly by the thinly fissile Kin Kin Slates# Tine 
mapped margin of these slates parallels the structure 
contours of the Tamaree Fault Block (map 2) and is 
therefore a stratigraphic boundary.
To the east of the East Tamaree Fault the Kin 
Kin Slate extends eastwards for several miles and as far
as is known none of the lower formations are repeated*
The slate appears to conformably overlie the 
Gorilla Formation along most {if not all) of the eastern edge 
%£ the Gympie Goldfield. To the sputh of Gympie Ferguson 
able to demonstrate "a definite stratigraphic junction1' 
between the "Upper Gympie Sandy Shales" (Corella Formation) 
and the Kin Kin Slate (Pergusonf 19^8* p. 18)*-. 2e was also 
able to show that to the South of Coles Creek (C913205) the 
slate overlies the Keefton Conglomerate. At Ridgewood the 
contact between the slates and the underlying Conglomerate 
dips to the east at hO degrees* so that south of Coles Greek 
the Kin Kin Slate is ap-parentfy transgressive across the 
Keefton Conglomerate. %
The Kin Kin Slate as far as is known dips isoclinally 
to the east so that a very conservative estimate of the 
thickness calculated from the total width of outcrop is 
20 *000 feet*
It seems improbable that this enormous thickness 
of mud could be deposited during -Upper Permian and Lower 
Triassic time so that it must he assumed that the sequence is 
repeated by faulting or folding*.
However, the formations underlying the Kin Kin 
Slate in the Gympie District have not been recorded to the 
east so that the Kin Kin Slate may represent, a deeper water 
facies and thus may be equivalent to all (or at least a greater 
part) of the Gympie Group*
Within the Tamaree area the Kin Kin Slate has a 
well developed, cleavage but as far as could be ascertained the 
cleavage Is parallel to the bedding end has been shown as such
6 1 .
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|»n map 1* Elsewhere this is not true: R. Bryan (1957) was 
able to demonstrate divergence of cleavage and bedding in the 
Eumundi-Cooroy area and Ridley (1962, p. Sij.) says of the Kin 
Kin Slate in the Kin Kin-Butler*s Knob district, "Interbedded 
blump structures and pockets of coarser sediments are common 
and a folded cleavage persists throughout". Mr. E.V. Robinson 
has shown me specimens from the Noosa district in which the 
cleavage is at a high angle to the bedding.
In the Tamaree^-Oorella area,, as one proceeds%
eastward from the western margin of the Kin Kin slate the 
degree of regional metamorphism apparently increases slightly. 
The slates become more obviously micaceous and at G837566 on 
the Horth Deep Creek Road, there is a pronounced development 
Of a bylines,tion in the form Of micro crumpling of the cleavage 
surfaces. Iiowover, even at this locality the cleavage is 
quite definitely coincident with the bedding.
The fact that the bedding does not always coincide 
with the bedding in more easterly parts suggests that large 
scale folding has occurred which has induced the cleavage.
If the cleavage is axially oriented and is dipping 
east, this suggests overthrusting or overfolding to the west 
and hence compression from the east*
Too little structural mapping of the Kin Kin Elate 
has been dons for any comprehensive interpretation but two 
facts have emerged;
1, The Kin Kin Slate is, in general, more structurally 
deformed than the sediments of the Gympie Goldfield*
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2m 'The unit has probably suffered two rather intense
deformations since both R* Bryan and Ridley report the 
presence of a folded cleavage*
|ln places in the Corella-Tamaree area*: the cleavage has been 
glided but this folding is interpreted as being due to drag 
blBsoelated with faulting and could therefore have been produced 
Hiring the first movement*)
The degree of metamorphism is -probably partially a 
Inflection of the lithology# Shales with their high clay content 
jire much more susceptible to metamorphie reconstitution and 
defoliation than are the coarser sediments. This is exemplified 
In the Woon&um Railway Gutting# The bed containing the 
goniatites is only four inches thick but the only distortion of 
the goniatites is compactions! compression* in shale beds only 
inches away the same goniatites are completely smeared so that 
Inly parts of the sutures are recognisable.*
Furthermore # at outcrop some of the carbonaceous 
shales of the Monkland Beds have a well developed slaty cleavage 
iarallel to the bedding and are impossible to distinguish from 
Ihe Kin Kin Slates in hand specimen#
Nevertheless a higher degree of deformation is
by the more intense folding of the Kin Kin Slates*
Hill 1951? accounts for the higher degree of meta- 
torphiem and defontation of the Kin Kin Slates by suggesting 
ftiat they were incorporated in a more mobile belt* The position
Fig. 17 Hill Creep in the Kin Kin Slate on the eastern
side of Mt,. Corella;. G77£>5^ 7*
18 The: Kin Kin Slate to the east of the East 
Tamaree Fault;; G83353Q. The slates are.' 
dipping east*
19 Slump structures? or load casts? in the
Kin Kin Slate; C885379.
Fige, 18
Of the post-tectonic plutons would tend to support this 
hypothesis since they lie along a line to the east of the 
pediments of the Gympie Goldfield and their northern and 
pouthern extensions* However only superficial exposure of 
these plutons has occurred (the Woondiim, Childers, and Musket 
flat Granites are probably only' apophyses of much larger 
intrusions: Ferguson, 1946 5 Ridley, 1 9 6 2, p* so that
their mapped positions may he of little significance*
It is difficult to postulate an environment of 
deposition of the Kin Kin Slates* The few fossils collected 
from the basal beds are marine and there is no evidence to 
suggest that the whole sequence ?^ as not deposited under marine 
conditions. The lithology of the South Gurra Limestone reflects 
a shallow water depositiohal environment and it is possible that 
the slates are shallow water sediments derived by erosion of 
the lower Palaeozoic metasediments of the South Coastal High*
The thickness, while probably not as great as 
£0,000 feet must be either fairly large (since the underlying 
'limestones, conglomerates etc* are not exposed after folding) 
hr must represent an environment to which the shallow water 
pediments did not migrate*
Slump structures (fig. 19 ) are common so the slates 
(niay have been deposited on the continental slope.
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In thin section the Kin Kin Slate is composed of 
serecite flakes oriented parallel to the bedding or 
cleavage with lesser amounts of quartz, chlorite and small 
dark specks which may be either an iron oxide or graphite# 
Very occasional small angular grains of plagioclase occur 
in the rock*
Bedding, is defined by a change in the quartz/
sereGite ratio and some thin laminae.' are distinctly silty,
containing: ?0~60 percent quartz of silt size whereas most
\ 1
of the rock contains only 20-30 percent quartz* Figure 20 
shows several Bifferenti al thermal Analyses of the Kin 
Kin Slate# The large endothermic peaks at about 550°C 
suggest the presence of kaolin!tie clay minerals in the
Age of the Kin Kin Slate
As mentioned previously,:, the Corolla Formation at 
Woondum contains am ophicerntid? goniatite of -Upper 
Permian or haver Triassic Age so that the Kin Kin Slate 
probably extends into the Lower Triassic (Scythian)# If , 
as seems possible, the lower part of the Elm Kin Slate is 
laterally equivalent to the Corella and other lower 
formations of the Gympie Group.,, its base may be as old as 
the Lower Permian to the east of Gympie but the oldest 
part of the slate in tire Gympie district is probably of 
Upper Permian age*
PiS. 20 Differential f hernial Analyses of the Kin Kin Slate
and CoreHa Formation* Vertical calibrations' 
mark 100°C temperature intervals: to 1000°C*
1* Kin Kin Slate* 0913335*
2* Kin Kin Slate east of Eumundi* Cl30107*
3. Kin Kin Slate*, u^st south of Kin Kin*. G053339*
1-U Kin Kin Slate* with sandy bedding across 
cleavage,. 0966252*
5* Corella Formation* shale from Kailway Cutting 
at Woondum, C890376»
6* Kin Kin Slate* 1 §• miles south of Gooran, 
00062.63*.
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■STRATIGRAPHIC SYNTHESIS
The spatial relationships of the upper six formation 
of the G-ympie Group are shown in figure 21 and their ages are 
Shown in the legend of map 2,
Figure 22shows the correlation of measured sections 
hoth of the Gympie Goldfield and the area to the north.
The whole of the synthesis is 'based on the assumption 
that all exposures of the South Curra Limestone shown on 
map 2 do in fact belong to the same unit. The evidence for 
these correlations has been discussed, under the description 
of the South Curra Limestone. Substantiating evidence for 
the interpretation is provided by the mapped limits of adjacent 
formations (Rammutt and Keefton Conglomerates, Corolla 
Formation, and Monhland Beds) .
The principal arguments for the interpretation are 
summarised below:
1*. The Keefton Conglomerate which overlies the South 
Curra Limestone to the south is equivalent to the upper part 
of the South Curra Limestone at Tamaree since:
(i) The Keefton Conglomerate overlaps both the
South Curra Limestone and the lower part of the
Corella Formation and is therefore, related to
a marine regression,.
(ii) The top of the limestone at Tamaree contains a
fauna which is a little younger than that of
the same limestone further to the west,
suggesting that carbonate sedimentation
persisted in the Tamaree area for a longer time
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than it did further to the west, that is, there 
was a gradual seaward migration of the Carbonate 
facies.
Thus there is evidence for a synchronous 
regression of both the conglomerate and carbonate 
lithofacies,
(ill) The Keefton Conglomerate is laterally equivalent 
to part of the Corella Formation which overlies 
the South Curra Limestone to the north,
2, The limestone at Tamaree is part of the South Curra 
(Limestone since*
(i) The drag dips on the West Tamar>ee Fault suggest
the western side i s downthrown*
(ii) The sequence within, the Tamaree Fault Block is
the same as that overlying the South Curra
Limestone to the west,
(iii) The limestones are petrographtcally similar,
3. : The Kin Kin Slate is directly conformable on the Corella
Formation since as well as at normal contacts (which could be 
explained by strike faulting, although there is little evidence), 
the contact: within the Tamaree Fault Block parallels the 
structure contours of - the top of the South Curra Limestone,
68.
figure 21 *
Panel diagram showing the re lationsh ips of the 
upper s ix  formations o f the Gympie Group*
The diagram is  approximately to scale in  
horizontal d irections hut the v e r t ic a l sections 
are somewhat diagrammatic*

Pig* 22 Correlation chart of the lov/er format ions of the 
Gympie Group,
Section 1. Section measured along Rammutt Road, 
east of Chatsworth, 5 miles north of
2m • New Gympie Gold S ine S h a ft,
3* Section from Constants (1 211) map.*- 
h-m Section measured by Rands (1889, p* 3) 
to the west of the Gympie Railway 
Station*
5* Ho* 2. (Mt* Pleasant) Bore*
6* Golden Grown,. Phoenix Golden Pile.
7* South 11*2* dunction; Ho* i North.
Phoenix;; South Smithfield*.
8*. Ellen HabldLns
9* 2 and 3 South Smithfield; Ho* 2 North
Great Eastern•
1 0 *: 1 North Great Eastern,
Hie localities of the mines are shown on Dimstan’s 
(1911 ) map of the Gympie Goldfield. The sections (1 —10) 
are in order from north to south*
SCL South Curra Limestone
rC Ramrmitt Conglomerate
MB MonJcland Beds
HKS Highbury Hill Spilite
f-f Laing Fault.
3
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M^ESOZOIC SAKDSTQNI.CS
The Permian sediments are unconfoimably overlain 
■by fine grained quartzose sandstones, and clay shales of tlie 
Brooweena Formation (Bryan, and Massey, 1926). The sandstones 
are friable, thin bedded and closely Jointed so that outcrop 
of the formation is poor* They are discontinuously eopposed 
along the Bruce Highway north of the South Gurra Fault and 
sandstones in the railway cutting immediately north of 
Hervey’ s .Siding (Gy 60585) may belong to this unit . The 
best exposure is on Mt, Gorella (G772557) where; the Brooweena 
Formation is exposed between the hornblende porphyrite 
intruded along the Permi..an-Mesosoic unconformity and is 
ovexdain by the Myrtle .Greek Formation*
Carbonaceous shales occur at this locality but 
have been metamorphosed by the hornblende porphyrite aid 
no pecognisible plant remains could be found.
The Brooweena Formation is considered to be 
equivalent to part of the Ipswich Goal Measures and so is 
of Middle or Upper Triassic age. This correlation is based 
partly on lithology and partly on the presence of Dicroidium 
within the formation (Hawthorne,, in Hill and Denmead, 1 960, 
p* 278)*
The Woolvi Conglomerate (Ridley* 1962* p* 8H) 
which Conns the base of the Mesozoic sequence in the Woolvi 
Range;, northeast of Gympie* either does not extend to or is 
not exposed in the Gympie district.
70,
The Myrtle Creek Sandstone (Bryan and Massey,
1.926) conformably overlies the Brooweena Formation on 
and to the west of Mt* Corelln and is apparently 
unconf otriable on the Gympie Group to the west of Highbury 
Hill at S’ishemah’n Pocket* Small outliers at Chatsworth 
(0 7 6 5 5 1 1) and to. the east of the Berth Coast Railway Line 
near Bank* s Greek,, south of Tamaree (0833503) bear a 
similar relationship to the Permian sediments*,
The Myrtle Creek Sandstone is a massive, medium 
to coarse grained gritty orthoquart ate and is correlated 
on lithological grounds with the Landsborough Sandstone to 
the south and the Precipice Sandstone of the Great 
Artesian Basin, and is therefore considered to represent 
part of the Bundamba Group (Ridley,. 1962, p. 86)*
The sandstones outcrop as large joint blocks from 
6-20 feet wide and forms a poorly developed cliff on some 
parts of Mi* Corella. The unit is strongly current 
bedded and measurements indicate that the currents flowed 
northwards* The or os s—bedded units vary in thickness 
between one and three feet* The semi-regional dip of the 
Unit is 10-42 degrees to the: northwest although there are 
local variations* This conflicts with the regional dip 
further to the north where the unit dips to the northeast 
or east (Hawthorne, in Hill and Denmead, I960,, p* 279) *
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Elliot Format-ion
Several feet of coarse siliceous gravel occurs 
on the east banh of the Mary River to the north of Bell’s 
Bridge.. Ridley (in Hill and Denmead, 1960, p. 300) - 
included this unit in his Elliot Formation (Ridley, 1957). 
The E!l±at= Formation In the type area,, north of Maryborough, 
is laterit.ised and therefore considered to be of late 
Oligocene or early Mieocene age (Ridley, 1957$ p* 1 h) •
The gravel mentioned above -does not appear to be 
lateritised although laterite does occur in a read cutting 
to the east of this gravel (G7235h5)* The gravel is 
unconsolidated and on appearance could well be Pleistocene 
as shown on map 2, but since the author has not seen the 
Elliot Formation in the tyi>e area, this interpretation is 
probably quest ionable*
72*
-rmiBOOS ROCKS 
jyhyolit^r
Several rhyolite sills (and probably dykes) occur 
5jn the Kin Kin Slate. The largest, is a concordant sill 
located west of the North Coast Railway Line between Tamaree 
and Corella Stations. Other localities are shown on map 2.
The larger sills exhibit columnar pointing (fig. 23) which .
' thas been used to determine their a|.titude.
Petrographically the rhyolites consist of fine 
.grained Quarts,; and oligoclaSe and muscovite with occasional 
bipyrsmidal Quartz phenocysts. The phenocysts are rirrmed 
w^ith fine needles of Quarts which probably represent a 
reaction rim*,.
Age; A rhyolite sill (fig. 21*.) intrudes the uneonfaim.ity 
between the Permian and Mesozoic sandstones north of Hervyrs 
Siding on the North Coast Railway Line. The rhyolites are 
therefore no older than the Middle or Upper Trias sic.,
The rhyo-lites may be genetically related to the 
acid phase of the North Aim Volcanics which are considered 
to be Upper Middle or Upper Triassic (R. Bryan, in Hill and 
Demead, 1960, p*. 277) •
Fig#23 Columnar jointing in a 'rhyolite sill north of 
Hervey* s Siding* 0761576, looking southeast*
Fig*2h Contact "between the same rhyolite sill and the 
Mesozoic Sandstones at the same locality 
northwest*
i
7 3
jfo mblende P o rphyri t e s:
A large body of hornblende porphyrite intrudes 
the unconfo unity between the Gyrnpi e Group and the Bundnmba 
Group on Mt * Corella, 6 miles north of Gympi e as -shown in 
section B-B* of map 2* Another body containing felspar 
phenocrysts and probably more diorite occurs to the south 
of Heryeyt.s Siding*-eight miles-north of Qympie* Dykes 
occur to the east of Chatsworth at G771 !320 and G7S8525 
and mail intrusions of a similar composition but texturally 
less porphyritic are exposed in road cuttings in the Bruce 
Highway north of Bell’s Bridge*
In thin section the x*ock is composed of large 
euhedral brown hornblende phenocrysts set in a medium 
grained holocrystalline ground mass of andesitic plagioclase 
and a little quarts, magnetite, chlorite and scrocite. The 
felspars are considerably serecitised or kaollnised and the 
hornblende phenocrysts are surrounded with, small grains of 
magnetite*
At several places along the contact of the 
Mt* Corella mass (G7675h7 and G771552) is a rock; composed 
almost entirely of coarse graphic intergrowths of quartz 
and potassium felspar* The felspar is extremely 
serecitised and the rock contains a small amount of plagio­
clase* The texture and field association suggest that 
the rock is granophyric and represents a late stage 
differentiate from the. hornblende porphyrite.
7h.
A combination of stratigraphic and isotopic 
;#tfl&ence suggests that the hornblende porphyrites of the 
•Sample district are of Upper Jurassic age and this is 
lligcnssed more: fully in the section on tectonics*
■Basalt.*,
Basalt occurs along the ridge running westwards 
from Mt* Gorella and may have been extruded along the F5b5 
fault* The basalts-' of the Gympie district have been 
considered to be of Tertiary age (ferguson* 191^ 8) and no 
evidence could be found to support or contradict this 
conclusion*
75.
paiaeontology
INTRODUCTION
Fossiliferous horizons of* the Gympie Group 
occur ‘Within the Monkland Beds, South Ourra Limestone,
Corella Formation and the Kin Kin Slate. The faunas of 
the Gympie Group and the species recorded from each fauna 
are summarised in table £ #
Four of the faunas of the South Cur fa Limestone 
are sufficiently characteristic and stratigraphically 
important to be biostratigraphioally named and, following 
the American Code of Stratigraphic Nomenclature (l96l) are 
classified as Assemblage zones, defined (Art. 21 , p. 2%) 
as; "a body of strata characterised by a certain assemblage 
of fossils without regard to their ranges: it receives its 
name from one of these fossils.1'
The four zones recognised are the Me^adesmus 
nobllissitmls none, forming the lowest bed of the South Curra 
Limestone, the Ingelarella profunda zone lying immediately 
above the M. nobillssimus zone and the Ingelarella 
ingelarensls and Ingelarella cf. mantuanensts zones, the 
former confined to the top of the South Curra Limestone 
west of Tamaree and the latter to the top of the same unit 
at Tamaree*
Collections of the Monkland Beds made by 
Da intree, Rands and Duns tan are housed in the collections 
of the Geological Survey of Queensland* Unfortunately, 
although the localities are reasonably well known, the
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Ifaunas were not collected stratigraphically so that 
^.termination of their position in the sequence has to be 
based on lithological comparisons. Recollection of the 
faunas is difficult as none of the subsurface and very few 
Of the surface localities of the goldfield are exposed at 
the present time. The poor OutCrop prevented the faunas 
being traced outside the goldfield.
According to Rands (1689* p. b-) fossiliferous 
horizons of the Monkland Beds are the upper shale member (the 
"phoenix or Monkland Slate" of Rands) and a ’'greenish highly 
fossiliferous sandstone" lo?/er in sequence* The latter bed 
has been mapped from the shaft of the New Gympie Gold Mine*, 
two miles‘north- of Gympie (Lenmead* 1937? P* b-5) to the 
Inglewood Fault south of Gympie (Dunstan* 1911 ) and it formed 
an important marker bed during the operation of the goldfield. 
Fossils have been collected from a calcareous sandstone near 
the Dawn Mine* three miles south of Gympie (G8h7U0l{.)* Dunstan 
(1911) included these beds in his "Second Slate Group" and the 
occurrence of Anfdanthus Spflngsufensls t Cancrinella farleyens 
and Ingelarella profunda supports this interpretation* ;/
FAUNAL DISTINCTIONS
■Fauna 1* "greenish highly fossiliferous sandstone", Monkland 
Beds.
The bed occurs approximately 330 feet below the 
Fammutt Conglomerate and the thickness given by Rands (1889#
P* 3) is 33 feet. Most of the fossils described by Etheridge
77.
Snr. (1872) from the Gympie Group are embedded in a green 
micaceous sandstone and almost certainly were collected 
from this unit* The led used to he exposed in the yard of 
.the Gympie Gasworks, Mellor Street, Gympie * and many of the 
early collections were made from this locality*
The fauna of this unit was neither collected 
nor systematically revised by the author but the collections 
of the Geological Survey of Queensland were examined and a 
list of the species is given in fable & * Twenty-eight 
species are known from this bed* fourteen Of which have not 
been recorded elsewhere in the seg.uen.ce*
The assemblage is a mixed mollusc^brachiopod 
fauna and nine of the fourteen species limited to this bed 
are lamelllbranchs and gastropods* It is probable that the 
mollusc on fauna is restricted to shallow water (as it appears 
to be in the overlying: M; nobilissinus bed) and both beds 
merely represent particularly shallow periods in the history 
of the Maryborough Basin in the Gympie Districts The 
differences between the faunas of this bed end the overlying 
similes ax’e probably a result of a local change in environment 
rather than to a gross change in the fauna of the basin.
The assemblage is characterised by Ingclarella 
ef» denmcadi, Notomya, Ganguinollt es, Chaenomya,. Mytilopa, 
?Edmondja> and ?Py ramus and possibly by the bryozoa Rhombopora 
laxa and Stenopora .gracilis* (The bryosoa have not been 
revised nor extensively collected and the taxonomy and 
distribution within the Gympie Group may be far from accurate).
localities : GSQL182, 188, 203?, 206?, 179? and Gasworks, 
Mellon Street*. Gympie.
Fauna 2„ tipper Shale Member,. M Oakland Seda. .
The bed is api^ roscimatelM 200' feet thick and occurs 
at or near the top of the lonkland Beds* it has Been termed 
the "Phoenix or MOakland Slate1 by Bands (1889, p. 3) and 
corresponds to the "upper to middle shale beds1 of Dunstan’s 
(19 11) First Slate Group of his Middle G-ympie Format ion. The 
lithology is a iiard carbonaceous shale which frequently 
contains thin conglomerate or sandstone beds*
Fossils occur at the top and 'bottom of the unit 
(Hands$ 1889, p* 3) but the lithologies are similar and it 
has been impossible to separate material from the two horizons.
Only eleven species are known to occur from this 
shale and only three species, 81rophomeng. rhomb0idalis, 
Spirifer strzlecki and s, tasmaniensis, have not. been recorded 
from the other faunas* Bryozoa and brachiopods dominate the 
assemblage with the deeper?, quieter sedimentation excluding 
the molluscs and probably species of In&elarella*
Localities : G8QL207, 209*.
Fauna 3* Megadeamus nobilisslmUs zone, South CUrra Limestone.
The bed comprises the basal few feet of the South 
Curra Limestone* The assemblage is overwhelmingly- dominated 
by M. nobilissimus with fewer individuals of Keenia, Myonia*
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A^lcitlonecten, Deltopecten, Peruvispira end a small 
egathiceratid? goniatite.
Both the entirely molluscan nature of the 
assemblage and the lithological sequence suggest that this 
fauna (lik e  Fauna 1) was ecologically limited to a shallow 
water environment,
M, nobilissimus, Keenia and Deltopecten are common 
to both faunas 1 and 3 but six  of the lamellibranch genera of 
fauna 1 do not occur in the M, nobilissimus bed, Myonia as 
far as is  known is  restricted to this bed and Peruvispira 
scapulata makes it s  f ir s t  appearance but is  fa r commoner in 
the fauna of the overlying I ,  profunda zone.
Localities 8 UQL270h; G5QL18S.
Fauna b* Ingelarella profunda zone, South Curra Limestone,
The I ,  profunda zone occurs at the bottom of the 
8outh Curra Limestone, above the M, nobilissimus zone. The 
lack of outcrop prevents a measurement of the thickness but 
it  is  estimated to be of the order of 20-30 feet, I* profunda 
occurs at a l l  known loca lities  and usually forois a large 
proportion of the assemblage. Twenty-seven species are known 
from the zone, twelve of them restricted to i t .  The fauna
Or,
contains the typical lower Permian brachiopods Anidanthus 
epringsurensis, Cancrinella farleyensis, Lissochonetis australis 
and Ingelarella  profunda (which also occur in faunas 1 and/or 
2) but is characterised by Stronhalosia clarkei var, minima,
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Splrifer gympiensis, ?Tylothysis, Fletcherthyris and Gl l le d la  
sons of which have been recorded below this zone. The zone 
also sees the introduction of the coral genera Gladochonous, 
Suryphvllum. Wannerophyllunt and Plerophyllum but their absence 
earlier in the sequence could well be due to ecological rather 
than chronological or geographical restriction.
Localities ; GSQL176, 177, 192, 195, 202, 2171 UQL2766, 2767,
2769, 2703, 2770, 2772, 277h*
Fauna 5 , Xngelarella ingelarensis zone. South Curra Limestone.
The I .  ingelarensis zone includes the uppermost 10-20 
feet of the South Curra Limestone, Although the zone contains 
a large number o f individuals, only five  species are represented. 
Hone of the invertebrate species of the lower faunas extend to 
this or higher zones and two of the species ( I .  ingelarensis and 
llGBochonetia sp.) are advanced species of genera in the 
J. profunda zone.
Faunas 1-h of the Gympie Group are reasonably similar 
after the effects of facies variation are removed. Although 
there are too few species in the ! •  ingelarensis zone to be 
certain, the change in the fauna during the deposition of the 
South Curra Limestone seems to be greater than the total change 
between faunas 1 and Since the lithology is reasonably 
constant the depositional environment probably changed l i t t le  
daring th is time so the effects of facies changes would be 
sinimised. There does not appear to be a prolonged disconfomity
In the limestone hut the sedimentation was probably very slow* 
especially in the Grympie district where the unit is far 
thinner than it is to the north.
In the northern part of the Bowen Basin, Dickins 
(1962) has recognized a comparable and reasonably contemporaneous 
Change between his Faunas II and III of the Middle Bowen Beds, 
end Concludes (p* h) ''The differences between Faunas II and III 
are striking and represent the most marked faunal change in the 
Middle Bowen Beds*. Two explanations of this change seems 
possible ~ a hiatus or a. rapid change in environment or a 
combination of these. The absence of BurydOsma and Deltopecten 
from Fauna III, genera which are known to be associated with 
boob-water conditions may indicate the change was in fact caused 
by climate. The basin certainly became shallower*’'
A change in climate would, not be expected to have 
fjjriich effect on the deposition of the South Surra Limestone and 
may not have been reflected in the lithology. There seems to 
be a slight increase in the proportion Of algae in the sediment 
towards the top but sampling has not been adequate, enough to be, 
definite about this*
Thus the diffeibnce between faunas i+ and 5 could be 
due to both a change in the environment as well as a prolonged 
time break*
localities i &SQL203, 217 3 tfQL2765, 2768* 270d.
fonuia 6., Ingelarclla mantuanensis zone.
Only one locality is known, the top of the South 
pxtrre. Limestone at Xamaree, UQX1950, fhe fauna is 
characterised by Ingelarelin. cf, mantuanensis and on this 
hegis is separated from the lower faunas, Xhe preservation 
is very poor and other fossils recorded are Selenouora sp,, 
ffeneslella' Sp*, EufVPhylldm Sp* cf , maniuani , Avfeulonecten 
§$* ind,, and ?I'iIartlnla sp# plus unidentified bryosoa and 
productid(s),
Co re 11a Formation and Kin Kin Slate.
. Only three localities are known in the very sparsely 
fossili'ferous shales overlying the South Curra Limestone, 
jjucalana dafwini has been collected from slates to the. east 
of Gymple (G-857^ i^  ) which probably belong to the Kin Kin.Slate,
?Plagiostoma sp* is recorded from the Corella 
formation to the west of Woondum (Q3k7?$h) and are ophiceratid? 
goniatite from WoondUm Hallway Station Gutting (0889386)»
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1 zone *
The bed is a shelly sandstone with disarticulated 
valves of M egadesmus no hi 1 i s simus (comprising about 25 percent
sandstone* The thickness of the bed is imknown hit is of 
the order of a few feet and it founs the basal member of 
the South Curra Limestone*. Occasional well rounded pebbles 
of comparable hydraulic equivalent to the fossils are found 
in the bed and the rock is interpreted as a high, energy 
sublittoral sand,, the darnelli branch valves functionally 
replacing the pebbles of the underlying Rammut Conglomerate*
Megadesmus indicate post, mortem transportation but the 
movement could have been oscillatory rather than 
unidlrectional.
There is no selective sorting of left and right 
valves of Mega&e.amus and the size (length) varies from 1 to 
18 cm. The most frequent size is 10 cm, in beds containing 
disarticulated valves# However, there is a vertical gradation 
to a fine calcareous siltstone containing smaller but 
articulated individuals, . Megadesmus is considered to have 
lived in burrows in either sand or silt, Myonia*. by 
morphological analogy and ecological association probably 
occupied s similar habitat., and at Harper's Hill in the Hunter 
Vallqy, 1J,S,W, , there is a Megadesmus-Keenia assemblage which
^embedded in a poorly sorted calcareous
The disarticulated and slightly abraded valves of
Qk
;£g almost certainly a preserved life association. (The 
^gament °f Megadesmus is replaced hy caleite but is otherwise 
intact and the valves aye only partially filled with matrix). 
This suggests that the assemblage within the M. nobilisslmus 
zone,, although disturbed by current action, still retains 
its basic ecological unity and therefore has suffered little 
transportation.
Both the lithological and faunal change to the 
overlying hraohiopod-coral fauna of the I. profunda zone is 
gradational and apparently related to an increase in water 
depth.
Elias (1 9 3 7) has described faunal zonations with
depth in the late Palaeozoic sediments of Kansas. Of the 
seven zones he recognised the deepest five, in order of 
increasing depth, are;
1 + Lingula zone 30-60 feet below sea level
2. Molluscan zone 60-90
3. .Mixed fauna (braeMopods 9 0 -110
and molluscs)
U* Brachiopod zone 110-160
5*) Pusu.linid zone 160-180 (Elias, 1937, p. h10).
The M. nobilissimus zone corresponds to Elias* fourth zone and 
the 1» 'profunda zone to his sixth. The depths x)roP°se^ by 
Elias do not necessarily apply but the vertical change from a 
molluscan to a brachiopod fauna is consistent with the 
sedimentological evidence for a shallow transgressing sea*
35*
Pepuvispipa scapulata is the only invertebrate 
species occurring in both zones. It is a very small 
gastropod, which occurs prolifioally in the I* profunda zone 
and is rare in the M* nobllissimus zone* Small living 
gastropods occupy some of the most difficult habitats of 
all marine animals, for example the splash zone of the 
littoral region and supersaXihe intertidal pools and these 
would be the molluscs expected to invade an environment 
otherwise unsuitable for a mollusean fauna*
Species of. Aviculopecten occur in both zones but 
Since peetens are pelagic and the valves easily transported 
after death* they have little palaeoecological significance. 
Aviculopecten conrotus and Pelt opecten mitchelli are both 
large and thick shelled, forms* whereas the aviculo pec tens 
of the I* profunda zone are small and thin shelled. This 
to some extent substantiates the idea of a high energy 
environment and optimum conditions for molluscs of the 
M. nobilissimus zone*
All of these factors suggest that the fauna of 
the M*. nobilissimus zone is a near shore* depth controlled 
fauna., The stratigraphic implications are important and 
the molluscan fauna is presumably represented by a brachiopod 
fauna in deeper parts of the basin*.
It is probable the I* profunda and M. nobilissimus 
zones are almost chronologically equivalent and although the 
Composition of the fauna of the I. profunda zone may have
changed somewhat during the time required for superposition 
of the biofacles,: the difference between, the two zones is 
almost certainly faff less than a superficial examination 
would suggest*!:
2* Ingelarella profunda zone*
The X* profunda zone is confined to the lower part 
of the South Curra Limestone* The lithologies are: calcareous 
shales, silt stones, and argillaceous limestones*, There 
appears to be some zonation within, the zone,, different 
species, being found in slightly different lithologies,, but 
since no in. situ material was collected any attempt to 
further subdivide the zone would be highly speculative.
The assemblage is interpreted as representing 
in situ preservation of epifaunal, skeleton hearing 
organisms.
The epifaunal nature of the algae., corals,, sponges 
and. erinoids is apparent* The spirifeidds are usually 
assumed to be epifaunal and the pro duct ids (Cancrinella and 
A ni dan thus) have halteroid spines, presumably to prevent 
their sinking in mud and to steady them against currents*.
No definitely infaunal elements can be identified although 
i t is possible Peruvispira burrowed to some extent *
The -evidence for the lack of transportation is:.
1* Preservation of the extremely fine ornament on the 
tops of the plicae of the spiriferids and the long 
thin halteroid spines of the pro duct ids*
2* The valves of the brachiopods are usually articulated.
3# There is a tendency to get aggregated of the small 
fossils , PeruVisplra and: the s'ponge spicules. This 
Suggests.a life assemblage as current transportation 
would tend to produce a random dispersion of the 
smaller fossils*
i{* The fossils are embedded in a calcareous silt implying 
low current velocities#
Most of the braehidpods are to some extent invaded 
by the boring ?worm Gonchotrema* suggesting slow sedimentation 
with the organisms lying exposed on the surface for some time 
before burial.
The paucity of the Stropbalosfa population in terms 
■ of the mimber of individuals may reflect the conditions of the 
bottom* Strophalosia is attached by a criatrix and the 
absence of a firm substate could prevent the Strophalosia lavae 
from developing*
Hon endemic species are probably rare* dangamopteris 
Is obviously introduced and ft is possible that the aviculo- 
pectens were transported after death* The population density 
is difficult to estimate* All'that can be said is that the 
ustrata are '’highly fossiliferous”*
The major faunal elements are the coralline algae, 
iJionreef corals# brachiopods* gastropods and siliceous sponges* 
The fauna is replaced by an algal-bryosoan-spoiige limestone.
Of  *
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<1* Algae* The colonies of Selenopora are invariably mat 
shaped* Limestones containing algal biscuits or pisolites 
are common and in most cases apparently represent very shallow 
hear shore marine sediments (lohmsan* 1962* p* 2$6)* The 
high proportion of algae in the South Curra Limestone suggests 
shallow? clear but not necessarily warm water* The 
yhodophytacean coralline algae are more abundant in shallow 
equatorial seas but substantial LIthothamnioh banks Occur 
at 20 fathoms off the coast of Spitsbergen (lattltude 70-80°N)
(K d ellman? 1863.? p* $6}*
The depth limitation is the depth of ■ the photic 
zone which varies with the clarity of the water anc!, the 
lattitude* According to Clarke (1939? p* 27) the solar 
energy is invariably reduced, to at least one percent at a 
depth of 100 metres and for coastal Seawater 99 percent of 
the energy is absorbed at a depth of 30 metres*
Apparently the light requirements of the red algae 
are small since hlthothamnipr has been recorded from depths 
greater than 100 fathoms (lohnson* 1962)* However the large 
hlgal ccsamunity of the South Curra Limestone suggests, a water 
depth of less than 30-lf0 metres*
12* Corals* Two types of corals are represented! the tabulate 
Qladochonous and the small solitary? non^dissepimented rugosa 
lurvohvilum. Wannerophyllnm and Plerophyllum* Hill (195k*
fh 96) considers the Australian Pennian coral faunas to be
89.
characteristic of ”deeper* colder or darker seas”. The 
abundance of phatosynthetie algae implies shallow well-lit 
Seas and. this suggests the operative control of the coral 
distribution is temperature*
Genera other than Euryphyllnm are rare in the 
Australian Permian and are virtually restricted to north­
western Australia#., the Maryborough Basin and hew Zealand 
(Hill#.i95hj,p. 96) • The distribution of these slightly 
richer coral/faunas parallels the Permian 60 S latitude line 
drawn from the palaeomegnatic lower Marine pole position 
(figure 25 )# after Irving and Parry (ip63# fig. 7.)., thus 
suggesting that these areas may have bad higher mean annual 
temperatures than elsewhere in Australia* The solitary 
rugosa presumably contained photosynthetic symbionts and 
were limited to the photic sone*
%  Sponges, .Siliceous sponge spicules are an important 
doiftponent of the sediment* The depth range of modern glass, 
sponges is from 200-6000 metres (Pella., 1962)* Although 
the depth range of siliceous sponges may have differed in 
the Permian, siliceous spicules are typically deeper water 
and thus their occurrence is unusual*. The Lamar Limestone 
of the Permian Oapitan Reef Complex of lexas contains 
Siliceous spicules raid the depth of deposition of this 
limestone was estimated at 500 metres (Hewell et al, 1953, 
ip. ISO) and spicules were not common in the .shallower facies*
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Pigo 25 Latitude of Australia in the Permian based on
palaeomagnetic evidence, after. Irving and Parry,
1963, fig* 7*
P = Pole position in the Middle Permian
Solid lines are Middle Permian latitudes, broken
lines are present latitudes*
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l|,« Brachiopods# Ingelafella lived in cold clear waters 
of normal salinity with slow sedimentation (Campbell, 1961 b, 
pp# 1 , Campbell also noted {$*• I6lf) that the nature
of the substrate is critical* Ingelarella being confined to 
fine of medium grained calcareous sands Mid excluded, from 
muds*
Hie mean size of 1,, profunda from the Gympie 
Limestone is smaller than the average individual else from 
other localities in Queensland, The produetids Cancrinei la 
and Anidanthus may be slightly dwarfed* but the effect is 
much more pronounced in the Ingelarella population, A 
reduction in mean size of individuals probably reflect© an 
environment which is not optimum but not severe enough to 
exclude the genus* Dwarfism is commonly induced by higher 
salinites but could dliso be caused by other factors such as 
temperature#
The nature of the substratum is probably the 
controlling factor at the laval stage but may have little 
effect on post laVal development# its effect, would be to 
limit the number of individuals rather than dwarf an otherwise 
rather prolific fauna,
BiOSTRATIG-RAPHf '
Previous literature
Etheridge Snr, (1872) published, the first formal 
description of the Gympie faunas, based on material collected
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by Daintree from the gold mines. Unfortunately he grouped 
the Star River and Mount Wyatt beds with the Gynipie Group 
and regarded them as Devonian on the assumption that "these 
yocks generally yield hep idodendron, heptophoeuin* R ro ductus.
: gplrifera etc*'1 (p, 32k)* Be recognised some uncertainty 
in his correlation however, as he fdmarks on the Carboniferous 
affihites of R* cofa (p, 329) equating it with the east 
Australian sections now regarded as Permian. Reid (1930), 
on the basis of the absence of & GlossopterlS flora sold the 
apparent eonmingling of the Carboniferous forms Rhombopora laha, 
Producing. semiretleubarls* P. cora and Leptaena analogs, with 
a typical Pertno*Carbohiferous assemblage, concluded the age 
of tile Q-ympie beds to be "between the Lower Carboniferous 
(of the Rocidwapton-Burmidi) and the Lower Bowen" (Reid, 1930,
P* 55).
(Giossopterls; was subsequently recovered from the 
Mankland Beds and Gangamonteris from the South Ourpa Limestone. 
P* semlreticularis is identified as Anldanthus springsurensi s 
and P* cora as Oancrlnella farleyensls (hill, in Hill and 
Benmead, 1960, p* 227)*
Day id (1950, p* 356), with the knowledge of the 
Glossopteris occurrence, said "the enact stratagraphical 
position of the Gympie Stage is uncertain but It is thought 
to be most probably at the base of the Lower Bowen Series 
below the Billy Stage #>.# It is by no means impossible, 
however, that the beds are in part Middle and in part Lower 
Bowen, or even Carboniferous1'*
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Kill (1950, p. 3) correlated tile South Curra 
Limestone and the Monklsnd Shale with the CraCow Homestead 
fauna on the occurrence of A. sprihgsurensis and 
0* farlevensle* In 195h (?. 92) she provided the first 
hiostratigraphic evidence for a Permian age for the 
Kin Kin slate % a goniatite from the vvoondum Railway 
Station cutting*
Denrnead (in Hill and Denmead* i 960* p* 22?) 
quotes Kill as regarding the fauna of Gympie M as somewhat 
younger than the early Permian, Cattle Creek fauna of the 
Springsure Area11*
0amphell (1 961 h, p« 171) equated the South Curra 
limestone with the Aldehoran Sandstone of the Springsure 
Area of the Bowen Hasin on the apparent association of 
A, springsurenslB  ^C» farleyenais and Innelarella inreiarensis, 
(in fact as is shown herein*. 2. imelarcnsls is not 
associated with the other two. species *- thus resolving, 
the difficulty of correlation).
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COEREh/lTlOBS WITH THE BOWEN basin
Dorothy Hill has proposed that the succession at 
"Springsure in the south-west of Bowen Basin he regarded as the 
%rpe section for the Permian of Queensland (Hill, 195?* p. 12). 
IThe Springsure sequence has been described by Phillips (in 
Bill and Behmead* 1960* pp. 185-193) and W ass (1962 * MS) gives 
fjiunal lists of the fossiliferous marine horizons.
Dicklns (1962) has recognised four faunas (I to IV) 
in the northern (Collinsville) area of the Bowen Basin and lias 
provided correlations of f aunas I* II and IV with the Springsure 
section.
Seven faunas are described from the Gymple Group 
and their composition and palaeoecology is discussed in the 
previous section.
Faunas. 1* 2 ancL 4 contain Anldanthus springsurensis, 
Cancrlnclla farleyensis and Lissochonetes australis and can be 
approximately correlated with the fauna of the Cattle Creek 
Boiiaation of Springsure.. There is a conspicuous absence of 
Taeniothaerus*. Grantonia and Eurydeama all of which ere 
characteristic of the Cattle Creek Shale or its equivalents.
Del topee ten occurs in faunas 1 end 3 but its absence from the 
deeper water faunas 2 and 4 could well be due to ecological 
control. Dickins (1962* p* 3) has no t found Deltooccten above 
his Fauna II of the Collinsville area which he equates with 
the fauna of the Cattle Creek Formation#
Fauna 4 (the I, profunda zone* South Curra Limestone)
Si;
contains Ingelarella profunda and Strophalisla clarkei var. 
minima as well as A. aprlng surensi s. C. farleyensis and 
Xj> australis. One eoimen doubtfully referied to Terrakea 
go Ilex Hill is also recorded from this: horizon* The 
characteristic species of S trophalosla in the Cattle Greek'. 
Shale,*. S*. prepvalfs*, ie absent whereas S* clarkei var* 
minima has not been recorded below beds equivalent to the 
Catherine Sandstone in the Bowen Basin* The 1* profunda zone 
is succeeded by about, 350- feet of relatively mifossiliferous 
limestone at the top of which occurs fauna 5 (the 1* 
Ingelarensis zone), with I , ingelarensls*. hiasochonetes sp* 
and Fro ductus gen* et sp* nov* so that the: 1* profunda zone 
is probably close to the upper limit of Auidanthus,
G, farleyensis. L*. australis and I,* profunda in the Gyrtrpie 
District*
In the Springsure area the Cattle Creek Formation 
is overlain by the unfossiliferous Aldebaran, Sandstone which 
in turn, is overlain by the Ingelara Shale with Ingelarella 
ingelarensls * 1* angulat a . Gancellospirlfer. Spi riferellin a, 
Plekonella, Cleiothyridina* Glyptoleda ,and Platyteichum 
(Campbell, 1953)..
The 1* profunda sons is therefore concluded to be 
a little^  younger than the Cattle Creek Shale and definitely 
older than the Ingelara Shale so that the base of the South 
Curra Limestone is probably equivalent to the lower part of 
the Aldebaran Sandstone*
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The only species of fauna 5 (i. tngelarensis 
zone) which occurs in the Ingelara Shale is Ingelarella 
ingelarensts and since this species is long ranging a fauna 
equivalent to that of the Ingelara Slmle*.. is probably absent 
from the South Curra Limestone*
The earliest oeeurren.ee of EcMnoconchus eurrensis 
is in the Barfield Formation of the south-eastern. (Banana) 
area of the Bowen Basin* Productus is also known from the 
overlying Plat Top Formation where it is associated with 
Ingelarella ingelaf^ enslS:* and a species of L1 sso chonetes eithe 
tlie same or closely related to that of the . ingelarensi s 
zone. ■#-*,M.. Dichins (Hill* pers* comm*)' places the Flat Top
Formation above the Mantuan Productus Bed of Springusure with 
the Barfield and. underlying Upper Qxtrack Formations 
equivalent to the Catherine Sandstone and part of the Mantuan 
Froductus Bed*
(A large di sconf ormity separates tie Upper Oxtrack 
Formation from the Lower Oxtrack Fonaation (Table 3 ) * the 
lower formation being equated with the Eurydesma Beds and 
S tanlelgh Shale of the Springsure area* }
The 1* tiinrelarensts zone is therefore correlated 
with the Barfield. Formation and is approximately equivalent 
to either the’Mantuan Pin ductus Bed or the Upper Catherine 
Sandstone of the Springsure succession. The I* cf* 
mantuanenais zone of the limestone at Tamaree is probably a 
little younger but the paucity of the fauna prevents a more 
accurate determination of the age*
Ingelarella cf, rnantuanensis is present and tlie 
species of Euryohyllum has strongly dilated septa reminiscent 
of B* mantuani Campbell from the Mantuan Pro ductus Bed*
The Corella Eo-.naatloii oyerlying the South Ourra 
limes tone would therefore he Upper an*. The occurrence
of a carat it ic gonialite in the Qorella formation at Woondum 
supports this conclusion* The sutures of this goniatite are 
more strongly denticulate than is typical of most of the Upper 
Petmian goulstites so the Kin Kin Slates could be as young as 
the Bower Trias sic and are certainly no' older than the Upper 
Permian*.
Kuculana darwini*: typically ,f upper marine” of hew 
South Wales, is recorded from the Kin Kin Slate to the east 
of Gympte*. ■
The correlations of the Gympie Group' with other 
sections of the Pemian of Queensland are summarised in 
Table 3 ,
3* HEW SOUTH WALES*
The Karley formation of the Palwood (bower Marine) 
Group of the Hunter Talley, U*S,*W.contains Spirlfer 
yespertilloCanerinella farleyensis  ^Antdanthus upr ixigsur ensis, 
Ghaenomya etheridgei , Aricnlonect en tenu-i collisr A * 
subduinciuelineatus and beltonecten mltchelli and on this 
basis dan be somewhat doubtfully correlated with the Monkland 
Beds of tiie Gympie: Group,
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TABLE 3. TENTATIVE CORRELATION OF THE QUEENSLAND PERMIAN SEQUENCES
BOWEN BASIN YAREOL BASIN MARYBOROUGH BASIN* - STAGES
sw N* . SE . KIN KIN SLATE
UPPER BANDANNA POEM.. UPPER BOWEN COAL MEAS. THEODORE GP. T.ARTARI.AN
LOWER BANDANNA FORM... UP. MIDDLE BOWEN:
OWL OORELLA FORM. AND KEEFTON 
CONGLOMERATE
KAZAN IAN
MARTINIOPSIS BED FLAT TOP FORM.
MANTUAN P.RQDUCTUS BED STREPTORHYNCHUSRELIC ANM SIS BED BARFIELD FORM..
SOUTH
CATHERINE SANDSTONE B16 STROPHALOSlA ZONE UPPER OXTRACK 
D
GULLY CURRA KUHGURIAN AND UFIMIAN
: INGBLARA POEM. MID. MIDDLE BOWEN IS
COLLINSVILLE C.M. c0 ARTINSKIAH
: ALDEBARAN SSTv "WALL SANDSTONE"1 NF ■VOLCANICS LIMESTONE
CATTLE GREEK. NORM,. LOWER MIDDLE BOWEN 0R RAMMUTT CONG. SAKMARIAN ■
REID'S DOME j| DILLY-FEENLEES HOMEVALE BEDS MI
. U.. CATTLE CK. SIRIUS SH. TY MONKSAND BEDS
: SANDSTONE / STAIRCASE : SST. . ■ •
. EURYDESMA BEDS' STANLEIGH SHALE INC,. DULY BEDS
LOWER OXTRACK F. YARROL FORM,. HIGHBURY HILL SPIRITS
UNDIVIDED F*W*. : SEDIMENTS
ORION SHALE LOWER BOWEN VOLCANICS BOON ANDESITE BURNETT FORM.-
Correlation by J. M. Bickins, Bureau of Mineral Resources. 
" " B.*, Rimnegar* University of QlG.
Remainder of chart compiled by D. Hill, University of Qld. for use in '’Permian Index Possils of Queensland",
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h* TASMANIA,
The Berradale Lime stone -and Grange Mudstone 
contain an association of Stroohalosia clarkei with 
Ani darithus springsih^ensa.s* Panepin ella farleyens-is>
Aviculopect en Butcjuinquelineatus^ LurypIiYiiumf: Pleronhylluni 
and Deltopeeten and so can he correlated with the I, profunda 
sohe of the South Curra Limestone*. Other Tasmanian faunas 
have few species in common with the faunae of the Gympie 
Group*
38*
p¥ftUCTTJRAL GEOLOGY,
Introduction?
Structural analysts has "been/based doth on 
.measurements made in the area studied and on published data 
from the Cfympie GoldfieM. ' fhe more important contributions 
to the geology of the goldfield are those of Rands (1889, 1891 , 
1892, I9O1) * Dunstan <1-911.# 1913) and Dermead (1933). The 
large amount of subsurface exposure available to the early 
workers is unfortunately inaccessible today and therefore 
tnost references to the structure of the Goldfield are based on 
the reports referred to above or on personal communications 
with geologists and miners who have worked In the gold mines*
Rands <1889, Pin 8*10) produced the first 
comprehensive structural analysis of the Goldfield and Rands* 
work (with slight changes of emphasis) has been accepted to 
the present clay* His work is substantiated by puhstan1 s 
(1911) excellent and extremely detailed geological atlas of 
the Goldfield*
MAOROSTRUCTURB *
Macrostruetore;
Folding within the Permian of the Gyffipie district 
has never been established* The strata dip isoclinally to 
the east with an average dip of 20*2.5°., and it has been assumed 
they form the eastern limb of a large geanticline, the axis of 
which lies somewhere to the west of Gympie*
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The succession of the goldfield is richly 
fossiliferous and lithologically quite heterogeneous, containing 
spiliteS, greywackeSj shales* conglomerates and limestones*
The enclosing met a sediments "both to the east and west of the 
narrow strip shown on map 2 are urifossiliferous (or more 
probably sparsely fossiliferous) shales and. slates which are 
a-ppai^ ently more highly metamorphosed than the rocks of the 
goldfield*. The strata of the goldfield are hounded on the 
west by the Laing Fault (see map 2) and, according to L*G. Ball, 
oh the east by a large fault which Ball has called the ‘'Great 
Fault" (Benmead, in Hill and Denm.ead, I960, p* 226)*
The presence Of these faults, plus the apparently 
higher degree of raefamorphisto of the surrounding metashales 
led' to the conclusion that the no.ruow holt of fossiliferous 
Permian sediments of the goldfield is entirely younger than the 
enclosing shales and represents a downiauited block with the 
Laing Fault and Ball’s "Great Fault" forming the graben edges 
(Bryan* 1925, p*. 2?)>.
Rands. (1689, p* 3) recognized two limestones within 
the sequence of the goldfield - an upper "bluish impure limestone' 
and a stratagraphioally lower, "lower limestone". The "lower 
limestone" he placed immediately to the .east of a large strike 
fault which Dunstan (-1911) Subsequently mapped and named the 
"Laing Slide"*, DUnstan, however, mapped the "lower limestone" 
to the west of this fault as shown in map 3* As pointed out 
previously, the two limestones are petrographically identical 
and contain similar faunas and almost certainly belong to the
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0&me unit, herein named the "South Curra Limestone"* The 
relationship is shown. In Sections F, G- and H of map 2,
The Lalng Fault dips to the east ',f and is therefore 
;a reverse fault.
It is therefore Concluded that the roeKs of the 
Goldfield and their nor them and southern extensions are : 
entirely older than the surrounding shales and elates*
Ho evidence has been found of major faulting along 
the east of the Gyrapie Goldfield and Ball’s "Great Fault" 
probably does not exist* The South'Ourra Limestone* which 
has provided the marker bed for this interpret at Ion has the 
additional structural advantage of two stratagraphisally 
distinct faunas* (The l.ngelarella profunda zone at the base 
and the IngelarelXa ingelarensis zone at the top)* This 
enables the facing of the unit to be determined and it has 
thus been possible to demonstrate over turning of the South 
Curra Limestone in the north (G721563* maps 1 raid 2),
Further to the south* west of Oiiatsworth, the 
sequence is folded with the axis of the fold lying within the 
Highbury Hill Spillte* These volcanics are overlain to the
west by westerly clipping felspathic greywaekes and cherts*
The eastern margin may be faulted in part* but rocks to the
Mr* M* Reeve pars, comm,; the displacement of the Lalng 
Fault by later faults as shown oil Duns tan* s map also implies 
an easterly dip.
1 0 i  *
east of the volcanics dip to the east.* Within the Gympie 
Goldfield the Laihg Fault probably replaces the folding of 
the northern area* Insuffieient detailed, mapping has been
done south of the goldfield to "be Certain of the macrostructure.
Sumtnarisingf the gross structural unit is a 
northerly tending* linear* structural high#, probably folded 
in the north although the dominant expression of tectonic 
activity is the formation of numerous longitudinal and cross- 
structure faults.
FAUhfiiia.
Bands (1889) recognised four sets of faults 
displacing the easterly dipping Permian sediments* The 
oldest of these are westerly dipping tabular ore veins which 
he termed "reefs". The "reefs" are displaced by bedding 
plane slips ("breaks") and by younger, easterly clipping normal 
faults ("slides"). Bands* youngest set of faults are the 
"crosscourses" — numerous east-west tending normal faults# 
typically with a downthrow to the north.
Of these sets, the "slides" and possibly the "cross- 
courses" can each be subdivided into two sets. A further set 
of easterly tending reverse faults has been recognised so that 
a total of seven sets of faults are discussed below. For 
convenience these have been named the F1 , F2, F3* Fh* F5a,
P3b and P6 faults#
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A faults?
||fi# Faults (;f reefs” of Hands, 1889, p. 10)
The Hi. faults are quarts and/or calcite filled 
Veins, gold hearing where they intersect the carbonaceous 
shales of the. Monkland Beds and they formed the ore bodies 
bf the goldfield. The veins strike north^norih^wesi and
■typically dip to the west at 60*80 degrees*. Figure26' shows 
a stereographic plot (equal area) of the poles to 5b HI faults. 
Hands (1889, p* 8) described their structure as 9a layer of
qiiartb on “both walls with a gangue (of breceiated and sheared 
country rock) between.* containing small quarts veins”, Many 
of the fractures are completely filled with quarts and calcite 
and several Outcropping in a road cutting in the Bruce Highway 
just north of the Hormanby Bridge* Gympie, have walls lined 
with Coarse. (1 cm, wide) quarts crystals with the centre of 
the vein filled with white rhombohedral calcite. Gold
mineralisation of the veins was confined to their intersections 
with the highly carbonaceous shales (”black slates” of Hands 
ei al) of the Monkland beds. Within the limits of this
r, t - ■ • _ .• stratigraphic control the gold was irregularly distributed 
and often in quite coarse patches, whereas other apparently 
equally favourable areas contained little or no gold.
Movement along the F1 faults has almost invariably 
been nornial, that is downthrow to the west.
There is only One set of fractures and they are 
. nearly perpendicular to the bedding* Although there has been 
subsequent, movement on most of these fractures their orientation
oPoles to t3 
Small dots 
PS faults;
l© F1» P2 and. F5 .faults of the Sample DistriOt;* 
are polos to Ft faults; large dots and olro3.es 
0 rosses F 2 fault s *
and cockade structure suggests they were originally radial 
tension fractures resulting from flexure in the initial stages 
of uplift. Movement along the tension fractures could he 
expected during a more advanced stage o,f uplift,*
Age: She FI faults are displaced by all other faults in
the goldfield (RandS, 1889* p. 10\ henmead, pers, comm*), 
since the bedding plane slips which are younger than the F1 
faults are highly mineralised between the displaced ends of 
the F'l fault, it is probable that most Of the gold emplacement 
postdated movement of the Pi faults* Some movement occurred 
after the entry of the gold as Rands (1889, p* 10) reports 
Seeing "shckensides in gold’ from the O’Connell Reef*
F2 Faults (sf1 breaks11 of Bands* 1889* p* 10)*
fhe F2 faults are bedding plane slips and are 
commonest in the graphitic or carbonaceous shales of the 
Monhland beds.*. Slippage is detected by the displacement of 
the ore veins (FI faults)*, The movement has almost invariably 
been such that the upper beds move eastwards (down dip) with 
respect to the lower beds* The dip of these faults frequently 
coincides v/ith the bedding (20-25°$), but may be steeper* and 
in one or two cases the fault plane is curved (Rands, 1889),
The fault plane between tlie displaced ends of the ore veins 
was often heavily mineralised*. The F2 faults are rather 
anomalous since the direction of displacement is the opposite 
to that expected in a flexure fold (fig* 1*1)*
10k.
The motivating force appears to have been gravity 
|ajd this suggests tilting associated with block faulting, 
leather than folding| has occurred within the OympiS Goldfield, 
The highly lubricative effect of the carbonaceous 
jghaleS v/as responsible for a number of accidents during the 
jgbld mining^ Slip along the JF£ faults occasionally caused the 
sages to 3am In the shafts and was responsible for collapse of 
the supports in some of the underground workings;,
Ago; The bedding plane slips postdate the PI faults but 
Bceording to Sands (i689* p* 10) are displaced by all Other 
faults,. They postdate much of the mineralisation but movement 
may have occurred at several later stages since they represent 
the weakest direction in the beds.
#3 fau lts*
Only the Laing fault definitely fits this category 
although the West Tamaree Fault is probably of the same type*
The lining Fault is a reverse strike fault dipping 
east at 60-70 degrees. The presence of the fault was first 
recognised by Hands (1869# p, iO) Who grouped it with his 
"slides” - easterly dipping normal faults (1%), Funs tan (1 911) 
retained tins term when be mapped, and named the fault the 
tlaing Slide"*. As shown on map 3* the fault forms the western 
margin of the goldfield* The ■displacement of the fault is 
given by the occurrence of the South Ourra Limestone immediately 
to the west of the faulty tlie downthrow is of the order of 
1500-2000 feet to the west. The drag of the beds adjacent
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§S> tlie fault is in the opposite sense to that expected*
5?his is shown in sections P* G and H of map 2 (data from 
tfttnstau, 1 9 1 1 )* The beds to the west of the fault dip 
towards the fault plane* so there may have been subsequent 
Movement in the opposite sense to the original movement.
The laihg Fault displaces the F1 and F2 faults 
but is displaced by the F5 faults* Whether it is older or 
f-ounger than the Fh faults is not known*
Fh fault a (~,t slides" of hands * 1889, and Dunstan, 1911* with
the ecceeption of the "Laing slide").
The "slides" are easterly dipping normal faults 
striking north-north-west, parallel to the strike of the 
sediments. The most important is the Pheonix Fault which dips 
to the east at 60-70 degrees* hone of these faults has been
mapped outside the goldfield* The Fh faults displace the F1
and F2 faults and are displaced by the P5 faults. Whether 
they are older or younger than the 3?1+ faults is not known.
The Phoenix Fault had quarts intruded along the 
fault plane but was unmineralised.
faults.
Tlie numerous east-west trending faults of the 
goldfield (map 3) were collectively termed by Rands the "cross- 
courses" • The ina-jority of these faults strike east-north-east, 
dip to the north at about 60®,. and have a downthrow to the north.
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Ih some of the smaller faults Rands was able to demonstrate 
that the displacement was essentially vertical with a 
negligible strike^slip component* As one proceeds northwards 
Across the fault plane the easterly dipping beds are displaced 
to the Cast. Dills relationship is shown in figure 2 7 1 sifter
B m m  (I889*. fig*; a ) .
/
fhe typical "crosseourses* such as the Smithfield 
Fault have an attitude and displacement as described above, 
wide, edleite cemented fault breccias and are not mineralised. 
However some of the larger faults*, for example the Inglewood 
and Peter and Paul faults have rather different characteristics. 
In order to determine the homogeneity of the f£> fault pattern, 
the information available from Bunst&hts (1 9 1 1) map of the 
goldfield was utilised..
All of the faults shown on this map which are 
transverse to the strike of the sediments were divided into 
1600 feet segments and plotted to the. nearest 10 degrees as a 
frequency polygon (figure 2g).
Dhe distribution is apparently 'normal* nnskewed with, 
a small standard deviation. Dhe tails' of the curve are 
interrupted, hoy/ever* by two small ma.xima, one with a mode of 
about 99 degrees and the other a mode of 300 degrees. Both 
of these are largely due to the data from.four large faults - 
the Inglewood,. Peter and Paul, Bast Lynne and Sovereign Faults. 
Removal of the data from these faults reduces the distribution 
|o a frequency polygon Which more closely approximates a normal 
listribution*
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Also, tiie subsidiary maxima have modes which are 
60 degrees -apart, the left hand being due to data from the
peter and Paul Fault and the right hand one due to the other
•1
three faults mentioned above.
These four faults are the largest faults shown on
puns tan1 a map (see map 3) had have been assumed by hands and
others to he of the same type as the.other dip faults ("Crosse
courses’’ of Rands* 1889) “ that is*, normal (gravity) faults.
According to the theory, advanced by Anderson (l 9h2),
normal faults due to the same stress distribution should have
parallel Strikes, since the two shear planes developed would
be colinear with the horizontal intermediate stress direction.
The strikes of wrench faults on the other hand
should intersect at an angle 2/3» the average value for/J
being 31 degrees (Moody & Hill.* 1956).
The Inglewood*, Sovereign and Bast h$mne faults are
approximately parallel and have an apparent left lateral '*
movement* The Peter and Paul fault Strikes at an angle of 
about 60 degrees to these faults and is.apparentlv right 
lateral*
(The word apparent is used since the horizontal 
displacement of the easterly dipping sediments can be produced 
by eroSional levelling after normal* reverse* wrench or 
oblique slip movement on the fault plane).
Dip information was not available for the Bast 
Lynne or Sovereign faults*. The Peter and Paul fault is nearly 
vertical (Beeves* 1933)* and the Inglewood dips to. the
Figure 26
Figc Frequencies to the strike of cross structure faults of
Data from Duns tan, 1 911» Faults 
tj.chain segments
the Gympie Goldfield.* 
were divided into 2 
nearest 10 degrees*
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northwest at about 80 degrees to a depth of about 600 feet 
.and then reverses its dip to; about 80 degrees to the southeast 
below 600 feet*
The strikes of all these faults are relatively 
linear as would be expected with wrench faults* and the change 
|n dip of the Inglewood fault plane eoulcl 'be due to rippling of 
the fault plane parallel to the direction of movement*
The western end of the mapped part of the Inglewood 
fault runs into the Hary River and for about a mile the Mary 
parallels the produced trend of the Inglewood fault* The Mary 
River than makes an abrupt turn to the west and this bend 
coincides with the produced western end of the Peter and Paul 
fault (map 3)* It is. thus possible that the position of this 
section of the Mary River is controlled by these two large 
linear faults. .
The structure of these faults is also somewhat 
different to that of the typical "cfosscaurses*1 • Host of the 
information available concerns the Inglewood Fault and the 
description given below is based on Bands’1' reports (1889, 1891 * 
1892 and particularly, 1901)*
The Inglewood fault is a composite structure. The 
.southern wall consists of a quarts vein enclosing safe in part 
enelosed by sheared country rocks. This was known as the 
1'Inglewood Reef1* and was mineralised independently of its 
contact with the carbonaceous shales (Bands* 1901, p* 356)* 
la most mine workings the northern wall v/as occupied by a 
’'disrate1' dyke. Ore veins (P1 faults) intersecting the
Inglewood fault were usually displaced by it but Rands gives 
two cases of veins coining in contact with the Inglewood fault 
. and then running down parallel to it*
' RetOr and Paul Faulti Bunstan (1911) shows five
Quarts veins originating at the Peter and Patti Fault and 
diverging slightly as they proceed northwards, as shown in 
figure 29 * These are displaced by snail' nonnal faults but 
, the displacements have been removed In figure£9* The inter­
sections of quarts veins (Pi faults) are very infrequent and 
the chance of three veins Intersecting at a point coincident 
with a fault plane would be extremely small unless the vein 
originated at the fault* On the south-western side of the 
East Lynne Fault Bunstan (i$11) mapped two small faults with 
quarts filling the fault planes* This again is very rare and 
suggests quarts emplacement from the East Lynne Faults*
It therefore appears that these three large faults 
have all been intruded with quarts* By contrast, as mentioned 
before, the faults which are demonstrably normal have extensive 
calcite Cemented fault breccias and none have been mineralised* 
Because of this somewhat indirect evidence the "cross 
courses" of Rands have been divided into two sets here-after 
referred to as the F5a and Fob faults.
The Pda faults include the InglewQftd, Peter and 
Paul, Bast Lynne and Sovereign Faults# Of the faults mapped 
to the north of the goldfield! the South Ourra, Bell’s Bridge 
dnd East Tamars# Faults are grouped with the f$a faults on the
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Where inter stations of the F5a and F5b faults 
occur, the F5b faults cease* The P5a faults are in general 
much larger and deflection of the smaller Fpb faults could he 
expected if they were the younger set# It is improbable that 
large fractures of the scale of the Inglewood and Peter and 
Paul faults would be developed after the numerous normal faults 
: ;ft:S any subsequently imposed, stress would be relieved by 
^  along the already developed F5b fault planes.
Contemporaneity of the two sets seems most likely 
and differences in fault type may reflect different expressions 
of the same Stress* The F0 faults probably best fit in 
Be Bitter* s (1956* p* 208) classification of cross and. 
perlent ielinal faults* These faults are syntectonic and 
usually oblique slip with merging of diagonal wrench faults 
and normal Cross faults. .
The FSb faults have an average strike of 76 degrees 
and. dip either north or south. As pointed^ out previously,,
Rands was able to demonstrate that their displacement is 
essentially normal and he calculated the vertical displacement 
of the Smithfield fault at 1503 feet (Rands, 1889, p> 9)*
The poles to 22 of these faults from the goldfield 
end sik small faults from the road cuttings in the Bruce 
Highway just south of Bellas Bridge are plotted stereographicaiis 
(equal area) in tigure 28*
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Two maxima are produced* corresponding to the two 
theoretical shear planes*. The two great circles of the 
diagram are planes representing the average position of the 
ItO Shear planes and they are approximately 6G degrees apart*
Ihe intersection of these two circles represents the position 
bf the intermediate principal stress axis. The planes are not 
lymmetrieal about the origin* the southerly dipping faults 
being steeper than the- northerly dipping ones# Because of 
the limited number of points the significance of this may be 
artificial* but it would agree with a post-faulting tilt. The 
Mesozoic sandstones lying inconformably on the Permian have been 
tilted about 12 degrees to the north-west* Removal of this 
tilt produces a more symmetrical arrangement of the fault planes 
about the origin*
Mapping Of the larger F5b faults is relatively easy 
Since .the displacement of units such as the South Curra Limestone 
is quite obvious. However* the smaller faults are much more 
difficult to map because of the email displacement and poor 
outcrop of the marker beds* . k '
It ims,been, found that the drag of beds adjacent to 
the . fault plane can be Used to map these faults and with more 
data it may even be possible to predict the direction of dip 
of the fault'plane*. ■
One of the F5b faults crossed a road at G8025500Q, 
South-east of Chatsworth* The fault plane is exposed in almost 
continuous outcs’op of the Oorella Formation (alternating
Sandstone and shales) on the side of the road, as shown in 
fig u re  31 *
Bedding plane attitudes were measured as often as 
praetleal (usually about 18 inches apart) for. about 100 feet on 
either side of the fault plane# These are plotted stereo- 
graphically’ hi figure32h* (Because of the: close spacing of 
the attitudes the poles to the bedding were plotted on a 20 cm, 
Wulff net| the periphery of which was taken to be 90 degrees 
(vertical) and the centre as 0 degrees (horizontal)# This is 
'merely a technique to provide as wide a dispersal of points as 
possible)* .
A curve was obtained by joining points in the order 
of their proximity to the fault plane* This curve represents 
the change in attitude of the bed towards the fault plane 
resulting from drag along the fault plane * An abrupt break in
the curve indicates the position of the Jault.
The curve is shown in figure 33* Point A is about 
100 feet north of the fault# and the beds • change attitude from 
A to B towards the fault. Axross the fault the attitude -jumps 
abruptly fpom B to C and then progresses gradually from G to D 
and finally to B south of the fault*
Figure32bshows comparable curves obtained from 
attitudes across the Lady Mary Fault* (Data from Dunstan# 1 911). 
The dip and displacement of this fault is well known and the 
curves confirm the interpretation of the previous fault*.
FigureJ&a shows a schematic curve aril the type of displacement 
expected* The initial (non*-dragged) ' attitude may vary between
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Fig.- 30 The South Curra Fault there it crosses the Bruce 
Highway, south of Cnrra; G72656.lt* "The gently 
dipping Brooweeha Sandstones are to the right and 
the contorted Permian to left of the fault.
Big* 31 One of the small f aults to lining the F5t>1 Fault
where i t  crosses the road to Oorella; G8005Q7.
Pi g, 32 (a)
attitudes adjacent to normal (B5b) faults*. 
Solid dots are points in close, proximity to the 
Lady Mary fault and tire brohen line (in the 
direction: of arrows) connects adjacent points. 
The: fault occurs between and !C^  circles 
and continuous line related to the P$bt fault*. 
The fault occurs, between B0 and Cn.
(b) Generalisation of curves shown, in (a)* The
attitude changes from. A to B towards the
northern side of the faults*. The fault,
occurs between B and 0 and the attituder
then changes in a reverse manner along CDB
to A*
(c) interpreted sense of displacement from the
drag dips associated with the Pf3b faults*

A and 0 but usually lies between A and B* A break occurs 
somewhere along the curve and anomalous dips may be expected 
. yery.Close to the fault plane* Immediately south of the 
fault the attitude is between 0 and B but usually closer to 
d , and then progresses, from b to B or A,
• fills is a generalisation Which is only applicable 
to the particular, environment of the area studied and even then 
only when the beds are (hL'ppin'g east* H ever the les s it is
important for two reasons * The first is that the drag is- the 
reverse of that expected from the%fei.ovm disp lac emeu ts*. as 
• shown diagramniatieally in figure jpe-* fhe displacement is
.Wbll known for the Lady Mary Fault so the drag may indicate 
subsequent movement in the opposite sense to the original 
mofoment *
Ball (i 92h)' mentioned the unusual drag associated 
with the Lady Mary Fault and explained' it .in terms of a 
rotational movement of the fault* This is not considered 
satisfactory as the drag is - still in the wrong sense*
Secondly* the Fib faults have had an important 
effect on the localisation of the gold and so .it is important 
to be able to max) even small faults*
Faults with a displacement of as little as a few 
feet had a marked effect on the grade and quantity of the. gold 
ore* (Bands, 1889? p» 9f 1901* p* 5$hi Denmead* 1951* 
p* kS)* Almost invariably the gold was much richer oh the 
downthrow side (usually the northern side within the goldfield)
The F5 b faultsThe faults . however were not mineralised*, 
have thick calcite and chart cemented breccias, the breccia 
of the Smitbfield Fault being 50 feet thick (Rands, 1.889, 
p. 9)*
One such tectonic breccia was found at loe* G?67547 
probably related to the F5b6 fault* Petrographically it 
consists of angular fragments of shale and chert cemented with 
coase crystalline calcite and mosaic quarts,: There are 
numerous veins as the calcite and quarts font interlocking 
grain coatings giving the rock a high porosity,.
Only the larger F5b faults within the goldfield 
have been named and these are shown on map 3* Seven major 
F5b faults have been mapped north of the goldfield and these 
are shown on map 2* They are named from south to north 
P5M F5b7*
Age of the F5 faults? Contemporaneity of the F5a and F5b 
faults is assumed* The F5 faults have had some effect on the 
mineralisation and were presumably present at the time of 
emplacement of the gold*: They displace the F1 *-■ F4 faults*
At G?96538* west of the railway line between Tamaree and 
Corella stations, the F5b4 fault probably displaces a rhyolite 
sill* (The outcrop is not good enough to be absolutely 
certain of this)* The rhyolites are either Upper Trias sic 
or Lower durasslc so. there has been post^Triassic movement 
of the F3b faults. An hornblende porphyrite dyke east of 
Chatsworth is displaced at least once (and probably twice)
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as shown in map 2. The outcrop is poor hut brecciated - 
limestone occurs to the east of these dislocations of 
the dyke so normal faulting is probably responsible.
The hornblende porphyrites of the Wide Bay district 
are post the Middle Jurassic, Tiara Goal Measures. 
Furthermore*, if the- Pemian-Mesozoie: boundary to the 
north-west of maps 2 and 3 (0?26>56U to G703580) is 
a fault as is suggested by its linear strike, there 
has also been movement of the F5o faults in the 
Jurassic or later.
However*, the F5 faults are apparently 
directly related to the folding of the Permian 
sediments and presumably accompanied the folding.
The P5 faults are therefore more likely to be Lower 
Trias sic in age. Fidley (in Hill and Demnead*. 
i960, p. 300) has mapped, downfaulted blocks' of the 
Lower Cretaceous Maryborough. Formation 20-25 miles 
north of G-ympie:. The second movement of the F5 
faults may be related to this movement and associated 
with the Upper or post-Cretaceous tectonism of the 
Maryborough Basin. • This second movement could 
also account for the reverse drag of the beds adjacent 
to the F3 faults*
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F 6 Faults,
Several easterly -striking high angle reverse 
and low angle thrust faults occur in the road and 
railway cuttings to the north of Gympie, These 
faults are plotted on map 1 and figure3 5b is a photograph
of1 one such thrust fault in the Monkland Beds just 
south of Bell*s Bridge (G7225 33) • In addition,
many of the; Beds are slightly undulating with the 
.axes of folding oriented east-west suggesting that, 
the Bods have suffered from slight north-south 
compression.
Whether this was a distinct episode or is 
related to the faulting or folding could not be 
determined. Reverse faults occur in the Mesozoic 
sandstones north of Ilervey* s Siding (G760585) tut 
since there is a large sill of rhyolite at this 
locality tills faulting could be a result of the 
intrusion of the rhyolite* The age of the faults- is 
unknown but. it seems possible that they may be related 
to Mesozoic movements which tilted and faulted tire 
Bundamba Group overlying the Gympie Group,
faults proposed::
1* South Gurra Fault
Mesozoic sandstones of the Bundamba Group 
unconformably overlie the Gympie Group, The Permian- 
Mesosoie boundary to the north of Bellas Bridge (G72656U to
G70 3 5SO) is remarkably linear and cuts across the strike of
